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I . INTRODUCTION
A. OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY
Moving in the military can be a traumatic experience.
The prospect of finding a new home, learning a new job, and
developing new friendships can take its toll on any military
service member. The strain can be compounded if poor moving
service is provided.
Since the early 1930s, moving the military has been the
responsibility of local, national, and international private
moving and storage firms who have entered into moving
contracts with the Department of Defense (DOD) [Ref. l:p. 1].
The primary responsibility of military personal property
managers is to ensure that quality moving service is provided
by these moving firms.
The primary objective of this thesis is to examine the
Carrier Evaluation and Reporting System (CERS) , the main
quality assurance tool available to military personal
property managers to evaluate and control service provided by
domestic (continental United States and Alaska) private
carriers and freight forwarders. Once an analysis of CERS is
complete, recommendations will be offered on ways to
strengthen CERS.
The Carrier Evaluation and Reporting System is a quality
assurance system designed to evaluate the performance of all
domestic interstate and intrastate Code 1 (van service) and
1
Code 2 (container service) shipments. The program's intent
is to "establish reasonable performance standards for
evaluating all domestic carriers." All domestic shipments
are evaluated using CERS . Data collected by CERS forms the
basis for carrier evaluation and subsequent traffic
distribution for all DOD personal property activities. [Ref.
2:pp. 2-39]
B. RESEARCH QUESTIONS
The primary research question and the focus of this
thes is is:
How can the Carrier Evaluation and Reporting system be
improved?
To answer the primary research question, five subsidiary
research questions are developed:
1. What are the major criticisms of the CERS program?
2. What are the recommendations of DOD personal property
managers for improving CERS?
3. What are the recommendations of the moving industry for
improving CERS?
4. What programs do private firms and other public
agencies use to evaluate contracted moving service?
5. What new domestic quality assurance initiatives are
being proposed to improve CERS and service provided by
the moving industry?
C. SCOPE AND ASSUMPTIONS
This research will concentrate on the evaluation and
reporting systems used by the Department of Defense to
determine service levels for domestic Codes 1 and 2 Through
Government Bill of Lading (TGBL) moves. Carrier evaluation
on the international level, the International Carrier
Evaluation and Reporting System (ICERS) will not be
evaluated; however, the ICERS program will be briefly
examined to determine if parts of this program may be useful
for inclusion in the domestic program. Domestic Do-It-
Yourself (DITY) moves. Direct Procurement Method (DPM), and
Unaccompanied Baggage (UB) move evaluation procedures will
not be examined.
Throughout this thesis, it is assumed that the reader has
a basic working knowledge of the military moving process. A
glossary and listing of acronyms are available (Appendices A
and B) to assist the reader in understanding key terms and
acronyms used by DOD personal property managers.
D. METHODOLOGY
The primary research methodologies used are an extensive
review of relevant literature and a series of semi-
structured interviews. Sources used include:
1. The Personal Property Offices at the Naval Postgraduate
School and Fort Ord, CA.
2. The Defense Logistics Studies Information Exchange
(DLSIE), Transportation Research Information Data Base
(TRIS), ABI/INFORM (a business and management data
base), and Bibliographies on Logistics and Physical
Distribution Management provided by the Council of
Logistics Management.
3. The Dudley Knox Library at the Naval Postgraduate
School and the University of California (Berkeley)
Transportation Studies Library.
In addition, various professional and trade publications
were consulted. These sources of information are contained
in the List of References and Bibliography sections of this
thesi s
.
The following groups/individuals were contacted and
provided material for this thesis:
1. Military points of contact: Military Traffic
Management Command (MTMC) Headquarters, Military
Traffic Management Command Western Area (MTMCWA) , Naval
Supply Systems Command (SUP 053), Headquarters United
* States Air Force (Directorate of Personal Property),
the Transportation Management Schools at Fort Eustis
(USA), San Antonio (USAF) , and Oakland (USN), and the
Household Goods section heads and/or Quality
Control/CERS personnel at 26 DOD personal property
act i V i t i es
.
2. Moving and storage industry points of contact: the
American Moving Council (AMC), the Household Goods
Carriers' Bureau, the Household Goods Forwarders
Association: Allied, Atlas, North American, and United
Van Lines; and four local (Monterey, CA) carriers. All
local carriers requested that their names remain
confidential. For the purpose of this thesis, local
carrier comments will be referenced as "local carrier."
3. Private firms and other public agency points of
contact: the Employee Relocation Council, relocation
managers from International Business Machines (IBM),
General Motors (Argonaut Realty), Welchs' Foods,
Bristol-Myers, Tenneco, Minnesota Mining and
Manufacturing (3M), Boeing, Hewlett-Packard, the
General Services Administration, and the Department of
General Services for the State of California.
E. LIMITATIONS
Interviews with moving experts were the major source of
information for this thesis. This method was selected by the
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author to elicit a wide variety of recommendations for
improving the CERS program. There are a number of
limitations to the approach. The major limitations as noted
by Julian L. Simon in his book Basic Research Methods in
Social Science are [Ref. 3:pp. 272-293]:
1. Observer Variability: inability of the observer to
repeat a discussion again and again. No recording
devices of any kind were used during the interviews.
Every effort was made by the author to gather and
summarize accurately pertinent information during all
intervi ews
.
2. Observer Bias: tendency to observe a phenomenon in a
manner that differs from the "true" observation. Most
researchers are biased in one direction or another.
This researcher was biased toward the service member;
however, to the extent possible, the researcher
attempted to be self-conscious of his bias throughout
the interview process.
3. Reluctance by interviewees to answer certain questions:
the moving and storage process as it pertains to DOD
personal property movement occurs in a politically
charged atmosphere. Several respondents desired that
their names and comments remain anonymous for fear,
real or imagined, of reprisals. This request for
anonymity was honored by the researcher.
F. ORGANIZATION
Chapter II discusses early carrier evaluation programs
and Department of Defense policies that contributed to the
development of the current Carrier Evaluation and Reporting
System.
Chapter III describes, in detail, the Carrier Evaluation
and Reporting System presently being used by DOD personal
property activities. Included in this chapter is how traffic
is allocated using CERS scores and other quality assurance
programs available to control service provided by carriers.
Chapter IV presents and analyzes several tables and
charts depicting CERS performance from May 1984 to April
1988. The material in Chapter IV was derived from CERS II
performance data (CERS II is an automated program at MTMC
Headquarters that summarizes CERS data) and actual loss and
damage claim information provided by MTMC.
Chapter V presents findings by the author concerning the
current status of CERS and related carrier control
initiatives. Specifically, this chapter will identify the
major deficiencies of the current Carrier Evaluation and
Reporting System and recommendations for improvement.
Chapter VI presents major conclusions and recommendations
by the author based on the research results. Chapter VI
concludes with suggestions of areas for further research.
II. BACKGROUND- -EARLY CARRIER EVALUATION SYSTEMS
A. INTRODUCTION
This chapter will discuss early carrier evaluation
programs and Department of Defense policies that contributed
to the development of the current Carrier Evaluation and
Reporting System. To comprehend the current CERS program, it
is important to understand the types of carrier evaluation
programs and moving policies that previously existed.
B. CARRIER EVALUATION 1946-1970
The beginning of a nationwide carrier evaluation program
can be traced back to the late 1940s and the aftermath of
World War II. During this time frame, the federal government
passed several pieces of legislation that would have a
profound effect on the way the military did business. The
most significant pieces of legislation affecting personal
property movement were Public Law 604 of 1946, the National
Security Act of 1947, and the Career Compensation Act of 1949
[Ref. 4:pp. 10-18].
Public Law 604 instructed the military services to
develop uniform moving procedures. Prior to this law, each
military service determined its own household goods policy
and individually evaluated carriers. While it would take
many years before a truly uniform set of procedures would be
published. Public Law 604 was Congress' first attempt to
formalize the requirement for uniform moving procedures among
the military services. [Ref. 4:p. 9]
The National Security Act of 1947 established the
Department of Defense. Among its many charters was the
requirement to eliminate unnecessary duplication and overlap
in military procurement and transportation (this included
household goods shipments). [Ref. 4:p. 18]
The Career Compensation Act of 1947 provided the Armed
Forces with authority to move military personnel's household
goods; also it required that a uniform policy be established
for all services governing personal property shipments. In
addition, this act recognized the need to provide "high
quality moving services as one means to maintain first class
personnel." [Ref. 4:p. 18]
When taken in combination, the acts described above
eventually formed the basis for a centralized military agency
to procure and evaluate carrier industry services on a
nationwide basis [Ref. 4:pp. 16-17]. However, it would be
many years before uniform household goods' management would
become a reality.
The first major step toward actual uniformity occurred
with the formation, within the Office of the Secretary of
Defense, of the Military Traffic Service (MTS) . The Military
Traffic Service was responsible for developing a household
goods policy for all the services. Working in conjunction
with representatives from the moving industry, the MTS
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developed several DOD instructions to govern household goods
traffic management. Of particular importance was DOD
Instruction 4500.13. [Ref. 5:p. 9]
Issued in 1955, DOD Instruction 4500.13 outlined
household goods management procedures for local personal
property shipping offices. Basically, this document
described when commercial van service could be used, how
carrier selection was to be accomplished, and the costs of
van services to the government. However, development and
implementation of quality assurance programs, including
programs to evaluate and select carriers, were left up to
each installation transportation officer (ITO). The
instruction only stipulated that carriers be able to perform
the required service in a satisfactory manner. Because DOD
Instruction 4500.13 did not establish clear quality assurance
guidelines, early carrier evaluation programs revolved around
the personal expertise of each transportation officer and
feedback from military personnel. [Ref. 5:p. 9]
In 1956, the Department of Defense sought to centralize
management of all land traffic (including the household goods
program) under one agency: the Military Traffic Management
Agency (MTMA) . When it was created, the MTMA charter (DOD
Instruction 4500.14) was not clear as to the single manager's
responsibility in managing personal property. In 1957, the
Assistant Secretary of Defense (Shipbuilding and Logistics)
issued clarification stating that the MTMA was to assume full
9
traffic management responsibility for household goods. In
response, the MTMA published in March of 1958 Chapter 217 of
the Military Traffic Management Regulation. Chapter 217
described the single manager's roles and responsibilities in
managing personal property and provided for the continuing
use of existing individual services' regulations until a
detailed Military Traffic Management Regulation could be
published. [Ref. 5:p. 11]
Shortly thereafter, the MTMA attempted to publish a
revised version of Chapter 217. Chapter 217 incorporated
some controversial provisions that were immediately
challenged by the moving industry. As a result, the
Secretary of Defense (S&L) called for a full scale review and
preparation of a new directive [Ref. 5:p. 12]. On December
8, 1959 the MTMA published Department of Defense Directive
4500.26. Key provisions of this new directive were [Ref.
5:p. 12]:
1. Traffic would be distributed among qualified carriers
affording the lowest total cost to the government.
Primary consideration would also be given to the
quality of service instead of accepting barely
satisfactory service.
2. The service member would be allowed to select the
carrier he or she wanted as long as the carrier was in
the low cost group. The member could also refuse a
specific carrier based on previous unsatisfactory
service.
3. The transportation officer was granted authority to
suspend carriers for unsatisfactory performance.
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Carrier evaluation under DOD Directive 4500.26 was
accomplished as it had been in the past: on an installation-
by-installation basis. Service quality would be evaluated
through [Ref. 5:p. 14]:
. . . reports of inspection of carrier facilities and
equipment, service practices, performance reports by
military and civilian personnel, official reports of
regulatory bodies, and claims for loss and damage.
In addition to the guidance provided above, carriers
could be suspended if they failed to meet the requirements of
the directive or if carriers committed unethical acts. The
directive also contained a provision for rewarding carriers
with bonus tonnage for providing "exceptionally high quality"
moving service. Unfortunately, the directive never
adequately defined how "exceptionally high quality" moving
service was to be measured. This provision became highly
controversial because what constituted quality moving service
varied from one installation to another. Eventually, this
provision was dropped in favor of a punitive policy which
suspended or disqualified carriers for poor performance.
[Ref. 5:p. 14]
DOD Directive 4500.26 faced strong opposition from one
particular section of the carrier industry: small carriers.
Banding together as the Movers Committee for Equitable
Distribution of Government Traffic, this group opposed the
directive citing that the large advertising capability of the
"Big Four" carriers (Mayflower, Allied, North American, and
11
United) would unfairly influence service members and
eventually force small carriers out of business. Large and
small carriers each had their own supporters in Congress, and
the issue became a "political football drawn along party
lines in a classic confrontation between large and small
business." [Ref. 5:p. 13]
Submitting to pressure from both the Congress and the
moving industry, the Assistant Secretary of Defense (S&L)
suspended DOD Directive 4500.26 and convened an ad hoc
committee of military and moving industry representatives to
work out a new compromise directive [Ref. 5:p. 13]. This
committee was able to work out a compromise and promulgated
DOD Directive 4500.27 (1 July 1960). This new regulation
eliminated the provision that a service member could select
his or her own mover. It was replaced with language that
stated [Ref. 5:p. 13]:
An owner of household goods could express a preference for
a carrier which might be honored by the Transportation
Officer if all other factors such as quality service and
equitable distribution [of traffic] could be observed.
Carrier evaluation and control remained a local installation
responsibility
.
Thus, even though the Department of Defense and the
Military Traffic Management Agency made significant progress
by 1970 towards centralizing household goods management,
little had changed so far as quality assurance programs were
concerned. Carrier evaluation and other quality assurance
12
programs continued to be developed on a installation by
installation basis within existing DOD guidelines. Carrier
performance was usually monitored by the origin
transportation office on the basis of its own observations
and/or feedback from destination personnel and the service
member. Quality assurance was based on a system of punitive
actions (warning, suspensions, and disqualifications) for
poor performance [Ref. 5:p. 30]. Clearly, a new system was
needed to evaluate overall performance of carriers on a
nationwide basis.
C. THE WORLDWIDE HOUSEHOLD GOODS INFORMATION SYSTEM (WHIST)
The Worldwide Household Goods Information System for
traffic management was the first attempt to establish a
uniform nationwide system for gathering information on
carriers. Developed by the Military Traffic Management and
Terminal Services (the successor to the MTMA) in 1966 and
implemented in 1970, WHIST's primary objective was to provide
the "most accurate personal property information and data
possible" to the military's personal property managers.
[Ref. 6:p. 23].
The Worldwide Household Goods Information System gathered
data from personal property activities and grouped the
results into 15 subsystems. See Figure 1. These results
could later be used by local and, for the first time,
national personal property managers to select, evaluate, and
13
control services provided by the moving industry. The
primary carrier evaluation and control subsystems of WHIST

























































Figure 1: Worldwide Household Goods Information System for
Traffic Management (WHIST) [Ref. 7:p. 18]
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1. TGBL Household Goods Operating Statistics (HOPES) ;
HOPES was designed to evaluate TGBL carrier
performance, transit times, and preferred arrival
dates. Summary data was arranged to permit evaluation
of carrier performance by all management levels from
major command to installation.
2
.
Violation of Tender of Service (VOTES) : VOTES was
designed to identify carriers who had been warned or
suspended. It permitted the consolidation of all local
warnings, suspensions, and other actions taken by the
ITO against a carrier.
3. Domestic Carrier Approval Listing : This system
provided all installations with a listing of domestic
carriers approved for use. It eliminated the need for
furnishing carrier approval information to
installations by correspondence.
4. Non-temporary Storage System : This system provided
data on use and availability of household goods storage
facilities. The system also monitored fire prevention
in these facilities.
5. Loss/damage and Claims Data : This system provided loss
and damage information. Data fields included
information on causes of loss and damage, number of
loss and damage claims, and amounts of claims on a
carrier by carrier basis.
6. Origin-Destination Inspection System : This system was
designed to capture quality control information from
both origin and destination sources. Its primary use
was to evaluate carrier performance with respect to 32
different quality control items.
Despite the efforts of the WHIST Project Management team,
it soon became evident that WHIST was not working as planned.
The main problem was the time lag between the actual move
and the receipt of input documents. In most cases it would
be months or possibly years before various documents that
could be used to evaluate a move (e.g., damage claims) would
be matched in the subsystems. [Ref. 8]
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In 1974, the General Accounting Office (GAO) found that
WHIST reports generated little, if any, valuable information
that could be used to evaluate carriers. The General
Accounting Office further stated that the reports were of
little value "because information was incomplete, inaccurate,
and untimely." [Ref. 9:p. 1]
In addition to GAO criticism, the summer of 1973 produced
one of the worst moving cycles, in terms of service, since
the Military Traffic Management Command (the successor to the
MTMA and MTMTS) began keeping records of household moves. In
that summer, over 60,000 military families experienced
unsatisfactory moves. The effect on morale was noticeable
and pointed to a need for a new and reliable system to
evaluate and control carrier performance. As a result of the
GAO report and the summer of 1973, MTMC decided to
discontinue WHIST as a quality assurance program in 1975.
[Ref. 10:p. 2]
The Worldwide Household Goods Information System was not
dropped completely. It is still the primary automated
management information system used to gather information for
DOD's personal property program. [Ref. ll:p. 6]
D. THE INITIAL CARRIER EVALUATION AND REPORTING SYSTEM
In response to the failure of the WHIST program, MTMC
conducted an intensive program management review of the
carrier evaluation process. By the summer of 1974, personal
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property management specialists at MTMC began to assemble a
comprehensive plan for carrier evaluation. This plan would
become the Carrier Evaluation and Reporting System or CERS.
[Ref. 10:p. 2]
The primary goal of the initial CERS program was to
improve moving service quality for the military. To achieve
this goal, the initial CERS program had two operational
objectives [Ref. 6:p. 32]:
1. To provide for an objective, local evaluation of
performance, and to report this evaluation to a
centralized collection point.
2. To recognize and reward better carriers while denying
traffic to those carriers who did not meet minimum
standards
.
The Carrier Evaluation and Reporting System was a
significant departure from previous DOD policy. Instead of a
program that was punitive in nature, as most installation
quality assurance programs had been, the CERS program was
designed around a system of incentives . If quality service
was provided by the carrier, that carrier would be "rewarded"
with more traffic in a subsequent period. Punitive actions
(letters of warning, suspensions, disqualifications) were not
eliminated. If a carrier failed to meet minimum acceptable
standards of service, MTMC and ITO's still had the option to
take punitive action against that carrier. [Ref. 10:p. 3]
Work continued on the development of CERS throughout the
summer and fall of 1974. At every significant step of the
development process, input was sought from the services, the
17
moving industry, and transportation officers from eleven test
sites. In May 1975, the eleven test sites began to collect
performance data on carriers serving those installations.
Based on results from the test sites and after several
modifications, MTMC in November 1977 instituted the Carrier
Evaluation and Reporting System for all domestic personal
property activities. [Ref. 10:p. 3]
1. The Initial CERS Program
The initial CERS program was studied in detail in
1983 by Major Andrew Figueroa, United States Army
Transportation Corps in his thesis "An Analysis of the
Department of Defense Carrier Evaluation and Reporting
System." What follows is a description of the initial CERS
program that was contained in Major Figueroa's thesis [Ref.
6:pp. 24-35].
Under the initial CERS program, the year was divided
into two six-month performance cycles: May 1 to October 31
and November 1 to April 30. All domestic code 1 (van
service) and code 2 (container service) shipments moved by
household goods carriers and forwarders were scored.
The primary document used to score shipments was the
Shipment Evaluation and Inspection Record--DD Form 2223.
Input for the DD Form 2223 was derived from a combination of
on-site inspections by government personal property
inspectors, member feedback, and administrative
documentation.
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The origin shipping office completed the data in the
top section of the DD Form 2223, noted any service failures
observed during pickup, and forwarded the form to the
responsible destination shipping office. The destination
office was responsible for completing the rest of the form
for those service failures that were observed at destination.
Upon completion, the DD Form 2223 was forwarded back to the
origin shipping office along with the member's Customer
Satisfaction Report--DD Form 1781. The origin shipping
office would then determine a carrier's performance score
based on the results from the DD Form 2223, the DD Form 1781,
and local inspection reports.
Performance factors considered were on-time pickup
and delivery, absence of loss and damage, customer
satisfaction (from the DD Form 1781), and shipment handling
and administrative (tender of service) violations. ^ Each of
these performance standards had maximum point totals assigned
to quantify the shipment results. The point totals were:
a. On-time pickup 10 points maximum
b. On-time delivery 40 points maximum
c. Absence of loss/damage 30 points maximum
1 The tender of service is the basic service agreement
between the shipper (in this case the military) and the
carrier. Among other things, the tender of service defines
what types of moving services the government requires a
carrier to furnish. The tender of service specifies
standards for packing, loading, documentation,
transportation, storage, and reporting requirements.
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d. Customer satisfaction 40 points maximum
e. Compliance with tender
of service violations 80 points maximum
Total 200 points^
At the end of each six month reporting period, the
average scores on the individual DD Form 2223s were posted to
the Carrier Evaluation Worksheet/Report--DD Form 2224 for
each carrier. Penalty points (points deducted in each
performance factor) earned on shipments were totaled. Eighty
penalty points were awarded for each shipment refusal and
eighteen penalty points were awarded for each shipment
overbooking. The carrier's Average Shipment Score was then
computed using the following formula:
^100_X_n}__-_total penal ty_points = Ave. Shipment Score
n
(n being the total number of shipments scored in a reporting
period for that carrier.)
The carrier's new Composite Performance Score was then
computed by the following data adjustment equation:
(Old Composite Performance Score x 0.6)
+ (Average Shipment Score x 0.4
New Composite Performance Score
All carriers who achieved a new Composite Performance Score
of at least 50 were then ranked based on the new performance
2While 200 penalty points were possible under the
initial CERS program, the resulting total number of points
was subtracted from 100 with the caveat that a single
shipment could not score less than zero.
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score. Based on the Composite Performance Scores, carriers
were placed into one of four performance ranges:
a. Superior . Top ten percent of all carriers with
Composite Performance Scores of 50 or better. All
other factors remaining equal , superior performers were
to receive twice as much traffic as competing standard
performance carriers.
b. Excel lent . The next 30 percent of carriers with
Composite Performance Scores of 50 of better. These
performers would receive one and one half times as much
traffic as competing standard performance carriers.
c. Standard . The remaining sixty percent of carriers with
Composite Performance Scores of 50 or better.
d. Unsatisfactory . Carriers who failed to achieve a
Composite Performance Score of at least 50 would be
placed in a mandatory period of traffic denial.
The performance ranges described above were important since
they partially determined the amount of household goods
traffic that would be distributed in a subsequent traffic
distribution period.
However, the primary consideration was that traffic
would be allocated first to carriers representing the lowest
rate level. For example. Carrier A handled ten shipments
during the performance period and achieved an overall
superior ranking. Carrier B handled ten shipments and
achieved an overall excellent ranking. In the next period.
Carrier B submitted lower rates than Carrier A. Carrier B
was awarded traffic before Carrier A. If the low rate level
had several carriers, then traffic would be allocated
according to performance ranges and scores within those
ranges. As will be seen in later chapters, traffic is still
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allocated in much the same manner, i.e., price is the single
most important determinant used by the traffic manager in
awarding military household goods traffic in subsequent
traffic periods.
2. Initial CERS Program Criticisms
The system described in the previous section was not
without its critics. Among the most vocal were the American
Movers Conference (a major moving industry organization that
represents movers' interest nationwide and on Capitol Hill)
and the General Accounting Office (GAO). Their major
criticisms were [Ref. 6
: pp . 80-97]:
a. The American Movers Conference stated that awarding
traffic to the lowest rate filer was the most
objectionable aspect of the program. Figueroa in his
analysis reported that there was substantial evidence
to back up this criticism. "Cut rate" carriers were
effectively undermining the intent of the CERS program
to award traffic based on performance. The GAO also
concluded that awarding shipments by cost over quality
limited CERS effectiveness. In the GAO study, 30 to 99
percent of all shipments at various installations were
awarded to cut rate carriers.
b. The General Accounting Office stated that while the
cost of quality control had increased (GAO estimated
the cost of CERS to be three million dollars annually),
they could not determine if service quality had
improved because of CERS. Damage claim data collected
by Figueroa supported the GAO finding. There was no
discernable change in the number or amount of claims as
a result of CERS.
c. The American Movers Conference and the General
Accounting Office stated the evaluation process was
unreliable. Among the major criticisms in this area
were
:
1. Evaluations were often incomplete resulting in
inflated scores. The General Accounting Office
found that only ten to twenty percent of all
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shipments received thorough inspection vice the
required 50 percent. This inflated CERS scores
since any part of a shipment not evaluated
received full scoring credit.
2. Inspection selection was statistically biased.
Inspected shipments were not selected on a random
basis. For example, some lower ranked carriers
were inspected more frequently than others.
3. Member evaluations were inadequate. The return
rate of the DD Form 1781 at most installations
was less than 30 percent. Even when forms were
returned, many evaluations were ignored or even
changed by the evaluating activity. The overall
effect was inflated scoring.
d. The General Accounting Office found that CERS'
complexity caused confusion and that implementation of
CERS varied from installation to installation. The DD
Form 2223 graded carriers on 33 different scoring
elements (22 tender elements, eight customer service
elements, on-time pickup, on-time delivery, and loss
and damage). The administrative burden on many
personal property offices and the moving industry was
immense. In addition, the GAO found that a wide range
of policies and procedures relating to CERS scoring and
traffic distribution were in effect at the local level.
e. The General Accounting Office found that CERS scores
and rankings did not reflect quality of service. The
carrier rankings were shown to be arbitrary and not
meaningful, i.e., a superior carrier may have been put
in that category based on as little as one shipment.
In reality, this same carrier may have provided
marginal to poor service in the past. In addition,
there tended to be very small point differences between
carriers, thus making it extremely difficult to
separate carriers for traffic allocation purposes.
f. The General Accounting Office found that CERS did not
work during the peak season. The peak season for
household goods occurs from May to October. The
General Accounting Office report did not find any
evidence to indicate that service during the peak
season had improved due to CERS. In fact, the GAO
found that some shipping offices would ignore CERS
during the peak season in order to award traffic to any
carrier that would take it.
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Based on GAO and moving industry criticism and feedback from
local personal property offices, the CERS program was
overhauled in 1983.
E. CONCLUSION
This chapter provided a brief summary of the carrier
evaluation programs and significant DOD moving policies in
effect prior to the revised CERS program. As late as 1970,
carrier evaluation was accomplished by installation
transportation officers on an individual basis with little,
if any, guidance from higher authority. It was not until the
1970 's, with WHIST and then the initial CERS program, that
any attempt had been made to evaluate carriers on a
nationwide basis. The next chapter will discuss the end
result of MTMC's response to GAO and industry criticism of
the initial CERS program: the revised Carrier Evaluation and
Reporting System.
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III. THE PRESENT CARRIER EVALUATION AND REPORTING SYSTEM
A. INTRODUCTION
Bowing to internal pressure (many ITOs voiced
considerable criticism of the initial CERS program) and
external pressure, the Military Traffic Management Command in
1984 overhauled the Carrier Evaluation and Reporting System.
This chapter describes how the current CERS program functions
and how traffic is allocated using CERS scores and reviews
other quality assurance programs available to control service
provided by carriers.
B. THE CARRIER EVALUATION AND REPORTING SYSTEM
1. General
The instructions for the CERS program are located in
the "bible" of DOD personal property movement: DOD
Instruction 4500 . 34R--The Personal Property Traffic
Management Regulation or more commonly known as the PPTMR.
What follows is how the current CERS program works as
described in the PPTMR [Ref. 2
: pp . 2-39 to 2-48].
The revised CERS program's primary purpose is to have
a quality assurance program that can be used by personal
property managers at the local and national level. The
Carrier Evaluation and Reporting System is intended to
establish reasonable performance standards for evaluating
domestic carriers.
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All domestic shipments of personal property are
evaluated by DOD personal property activities using CERS
.
Data collection is segregated by code of service (Code 1 for
van service and Code 2 for containerized shipments) and by
type of domestic traffic (interstate and intrastate).
Carrier performance is graded separately in each code of
service for each type of domestic traffic. In other words,
if a carrier is engaged in both Code 1 and Code 2 service and
participates in interstate and intrastate traffic, the
carrier is rated separately in each code for both interstate
and intrastate traffic.
The performance year is divided into two six-month
performance periods. The performance periods are:
Performance Period Cut-off Date Actual Performance Period
1 May-31 October 15 September 16 March-15 September
1 November-30 April 15 March 16 September-15 March
Because destination feedback may not be available for weeks
or possible months, there is a carry-over of shipment data
limited to 12 months beyond the cut-off date. This carry-
over is allowed in order to score all shipments a carrier
moves and to allow time for receipt and processing of input
data by the ITO. If complete performance data has not been
received by the origin ITO within 12 months, the shipment is
scored based on data available. If no reports are received,
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1
the carrier will receive full credit for all scoring
elements
.
2. The Shipment Evaluation and Inspection Record
Carrier performance is rated using the Shipment
Evaluation and Inspection Record—DD Form 2223. See Figure
2. DD Form 2223 serves several distinct purposes. It
functions as:
a. A document for total points earned on individual
shipments
.
b. A checklist for recording shipment deficiencies.
c. A notification to the carrier and ITO of the carrier's
performance on individual shipments and of the
carrier's relative success or failure in meeting DOD
performance standards.
The DD Form 2223 is initiated at the origin shipping
office, forwarded to the destination transportation office
where end move information is annotated, and then returned to
the origin shipping office. When the completed DD Form 2223
is returned to the origin shipping office, a copy is
furnished to the carrier's home office. Thus, carriers
receive feedback on each move. If a carrier feels that the
move was not fairly scored, there is a formal appeal process
that the carrier can initiate.
3. Scoring and Non-Scoring Elements
Carrier performance evaluation is accomplished
through two separate processes: scored and non-scored
elements. The three elements scored under revised CERS are
on-time pickup, on-time delivery, and absence of loss and
27
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DO Form 2223, MAX 12 fXlvlOUl lOtTtON II OliOLlTi
Figure 2: Shipment Evaluation and Inspection Record-
DD Form 2223 [Ref. 2:p. 2-55]
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damage. The Military Traffic Management Conunand considers
these elements to be the most important in any move and thus
the basis for determining carrier performance during a
reporting period. The Military Traffic Management Command
has established the following goals for these three
performance elements:
On-time pickup 95^ of all shipments will
be picked up on time.
On-time delivery 90% of all shipments will be
delivered on time.
Absence of loss/damage 10% of all shipments will
not experience any loss
or damage.
Referring to Figure 2, the three scored elements are located
in Section I--Shipment Scoring, followed by a scoring element
matrix, and two blocks for origin and destination tender of
service violations.
Unlike the initial CERS program, the revised CERS
program does not score tender of service or customer service
elements. These areas are examined but not scored. As
stated in Chapter II, scoring tender of service and customer
service violations proved too overly complex and too
subjective for most ITOs to adequately manage.
4. Carrier Scoring Philosophy
Carrier scoring is based on a positive approach.
Carriers start with zero points on a shipment and earn points
based on their compliance with the performance elements.
Equal weighting is given to all three scored performance
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elements. On-time pickup, on-time delivery, and absence of
loss and damage all can earn a maximum of 33.3 points for a
total of 100 points. Scores are rounded up to ensure that
100 points, not 99.9 points can be achieved. What follows is
a description of how each performance element is scored.
a. On-time pickup
For on-time pickup, a carrier earns 33.3 points.
For late pickup, no. points are earned. The tender of service
(Appendix A of the PPTMR) states that pickup will take place
on the date(s) previously arranged between the ITO and the
carrier. Pickup will not begin prior to 0800 or after 1700
without the prior approval of the ITO and the service member.
In addition, the carrier must be able to complete the pickup
by 2100. Thus, if a carrier did not arrive until 1600 and
did not complete the pickup until 2300 (assuming a one day
pickup requirement), the carrier would earn zero points for
this performance element. The major sources of input for
this performance element are origin inspections and feedback
from the service member.
Missing the pickup date may cause extreme
hardship and inconvenience to the service member. Delay
caused by late pickup may force the member to cancel
previously arranged travel plans, arrive late at his or her
new duty station, and/or cause additional financial hardship
to the member and the government in the form of added
temporary housing and per diem costs. Thus, MTMC has
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essentially established a "no tolerance" rule for this
performance element.
Additionally, carriers refusing to pick up a
shipment because they over booked themselves will
automatically be awarded a total CERS score of 33 points. In
personal property language, this is called a "turned-back"
shipment. A DD Form 2223 will be sent to the carrier's home
office with remarks section containing a statement that the
shipment was scored as a turned-back shipment.
b. On-time delivery
For on-time delivery, a carrier earns a
decreasing number of points based on extent of delay. Points
are awarded as follows:
No delay 33.33 points
1-2 days' delay 25.00 points
3-5 days' delay 16.66 points
8-9 days' delay 8.33 points
10 days' delay points
The major source of input for this performance element are
destination inspections and feedback from the service member.
In addition, shipments are also graded going into or out of
storage-in-transit (SIT). For example, if a carrier does not
deliver a shipment to the designated SIT site by the agreed
upon date, the shipment will be scored as having missed the
required delivery date (RDD)
.
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c. Absence of loss and damaere
For loss and damage, points are awarded as
f ol lows
:
No damage 33.33 points
Less than $500 26.66 points
'''' $500 or more points
Since October 1, 1988, the Joint Statement of
Loss and Damage at Delivery--DD Form 1840 is the primary
document for determining loss and damage amounts. See Figure
3. At time of delivery, the carrier and the member fill out
this form noting any loss or damage by item in block 13.
Block 14c is used to est imate the total amount of loss and
damage and will be used as the loss and damage estimate for
the DD Form 2223. If loss/damage is indicated in block 13,
but there is insufficient data to develop an estimate (i.e.,
block 14c is blank), the origin ITO will indicate a dollar
amount of under $500 (26.66 points awarded) on the DD Form
2223. Other documentation such as the Government Inspection
Report--DD Form 1841 (the ITO's inspection of loss and
damage-required for damage claim adjudication) can be used at
the ITO's discretion to estimate loss and damage. If loss or
damage is based on documentation other than the DD Form 1840,












The requested information is solicited pursuant to one or more of the following: 5 U.S.C.
301. 31 U.S.C 3721 et $eq . 31 U S C 3711 et seq.. and EC 9397, November 1943 (SSN).
The information requested is to be used in evaluating claims.
The information requested is used in the settlement of claims for loss, damage or
destruction of personal propeay and recovery from liable third parties.
Voluntary; however, failure to supply the requested information or to execute the form
may delay or otherwise hinder the payment of your claim. -
GCNEKAi. INSTRUCTIONS : The carrierVcontractor's representative will complete and sign 00 form 1840 and obtain the
signature of the member or member's agent. The member or member's agent will not. under any circumstances,
sign a blank or partially completed DO Form 1840. Three completed copies of DO Form 1840 arwj Wank DO Forms
1840R will be provided the member or member's .agent 'by the carrier's/contractor's representative for each
shipment If no loss or damage is involved, write "NONE' in description column.
SECTION A-GENtRAL (Tobt comolttKlby<irmrl(OnOicmr)
1. NAME Of OWNER ftilt. fiat. MkJcA* /niOjO
BECHILL, ROBERT, D.
2. SOCIAL SECURITY NO. 3. RANK OR GRADE
LT
4. NET WT OF SHIPMENT
8620
5. ORIGIN Of 5HIPMENT(Gfyinc<StJt«/Count/yJ
nONTEREY, CA,










12. CARRIEft/CONTR REF. NO.
154
9. NAME ANO ADDRESS OF CARRIER/CONTRACTOR .




SECTION B - RECORD Of LOSS OR DAMAGE CTobfiOmplttrdfOinOY^mtfnbefindcamtr'ifcoriCfiCtor'snpmtntanvt)
13. Notice is hereby given to the carrier/contractor to whom this statement is surrendered that the shipment was
received in condition as shown below and the claim, if any, will be made for such loss or damage as indicated
subject to further inspection and notification to the claims office within 70 days by DO Form 1840R found on the
reverse side hereof. THE VALUE INDICATED IN BLOCK 14c IS TO BE USED FOR QUALITY' CONTROL ONLY.
a. Inv. No. b. Nam« o/ it«m c D«scnotion of ion of dama<jt jtf mnsintj, so indkatt)
AJo7g ' C><3T:^7?^^^^ /-*-> <^ /Ho u<^/s
14. ACKNOWLEDGMENT BY MEMBER OR AGENT f.!t Jndco/np/f t» «
applkibit >nd ugn btlov^)
15. ACKNOWLEDGMENT BY CARRIE R'S/CONTRAOORS REPRE-
SENTATIVE pdndmmpltte a ippHablt and ugn b«/ow)
J I received my prooerty in apparently good condicion except





Unpacking and remov*!** packing
other debris
emovjijt kinqmaten al, boxes, cartons, and
not waived.
a. Property was deltvered m apparentty good condition
ticept as otherwise noted above.
b. I will mioatc tracer action for mnsirtg itemt.
c Name of dehvermg carner/aoerit/concraaor
c I esumate the amount o^ my loss and/or damage at
d. I have received three copies of this form, lunderrtand that IKav« 70
dJyi to list any further lo» ar>d/or damages on the back of this form
and give this to the nearest claims oHicc. and that failure to do so
may result in my being paid a snvaller amount on a claim.
Figure 3: Joint Statement of Loss and Damage at Delivery-
DD Form 1840
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Prior to October 1988, the primary input document
for loss and damag^e estimates was the Customer Satisfaction
Report--DD Form 1781. This form was dropped in favor of the
DD Form 1840 due to poor return rates (as low as 10% at some
installations) and ambiguity of answers (a member would
estimate damage at $4,000 to $5,000 yet be satisfied with
mover service). At present (December 1988), the Military
Traffic Management Command has no plans to reinstate any form
on a nationwide basis to capture customer satisfaction.
[Ref. 12]
5. Shipment Scoring
Using the matrix table located in the middle of
DD Form 2223 and the results for each scored element, a
carrier's shipment score can easily be determined. Figure 4
illustrates the scoring that would occur if the carrier
missed both pickup and the delivery date by more than 10
days. A total score of 33 would be given for this shipment.
In this example, the DD Form 2223 would serve as
documentation for automatic suspension of the carrier. As
will be discussed later in this chapter, missing pickup or
missing the RDD by ten or more days are grounds for immediate
suspension.
6. The Carrier Evaluation Worksheet/Report
At the end of each six month period, data from
individual 2223s are consolidated on to the Carrier
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This form is designed to serve as:
a. A work sheet that can be used by the origin ITO to
calculate average shipment scores. Average shipment
scores are used by the origin ITO to allocate traffic
for the next six month period.
b. A document used in reporting carrier performance to
Headquarters, Military Traffic Management Command. All
carrier performance data must be submitted by 15
November and 15 May to Headquarters, MTMC.
Unlike the initial CERS program, where a
carrier's average performance score was determined through a
complex data adjustment equation, a carrier's score under the
revised CERS program is the simple arithmetic mean (total
number of points divided by number of shipments during a
reporting period). Carriers must achieve a minimum average
performance score of 85 . Carriers failing to achieve or
exceed this minimum will be considered unsatisfactory and be
placed in a traffic denial status for 60 days.
7. Carrier Evaluation and Reporting at the National
Level—CERS II
The Carrier Evaluation and Reporting System II is the
automated management information system used by Headquarters,
MTMC to monitor the CERS program. The system provides data
on the performance of all carriers participating in DOD
personal property shipments, gives regional and national
performance norms by codes of service, and facilitates
overall analysis and evaluation of the DOD personal property
program. The primary data source for the CERS II program are
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the DD Form 2224s that are prepared and transmitted every six
months by ITOs. [Ref. ll:p. 6]
This section has described the revised Carrier
Evaluation and Reporting System. The revised CERS program
essentially streamlined what had been a burdensome management
tool. The next section will discuss how CERS scores are used
by ITOs to allocate traffic.
C. THE TRAFFIC ALLOCATION DECISION
The stated goal of the domestic personal property program
is [Ref. 2:p. 2-19]:
. . . to award traffic to the carrier that consistently
provides qual i t.v service at the lowest overall cost
[underlines added for emphasis]. To accomplish this goal,
domestic HHG traffic distribution is based on both the
levels of rates and the quality of each carrier's past
performance. Traffic shall be offered only to those
carriers maintaining a satisfactory level of performance [a
CERS score of at least 85]. The carrier's rate level, the
number of qualified carriers serving the installation, and
the amount of traffic available for distribution shall
determine the amount of traffic offered to each carrier.
The primary document used to allocate traffic under the
guidelines stated above is the Traffic Distribution Roster
(TDR). See Figure 6. Traffic Distribution Rosters are
established for Code 1 and 2 shipments for each destination
state and the District of Columbia. If there is more than
one rate level to a destination, a separate TDR is required
for each rate level. A large installation like Fort Ord, CA
can have hundreds or thousands of separate TDRs (TDRs are
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required for international shipments too) to maintain. [Ref.
2:p. 2-19]
Interstate Traffic Distribution Rosters are established
based on the following principles [Ref. 2:pp. 2-19 to 2-23]:
1. Traffic is awarded based on average shipment score and
tonnage from origin to destination for each rate filed.
The low rate carrier with the highest average shipment
score is awarded traffic first.
2. Carriers with the highest average shipment score from
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Figure 6: Sample Traffic Distribution Roster
[Ref. 2:p. 2-33]
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3. Carriers having equal average shipments scores are
brought forward on the new cycle TDR from low to high
tonnage. For example, if Carrier A had 15,000 pounds
during the previous cycle and achieved a 100 CERS
average shipment score and Carrier B had 12,000 pounds
during the previous shipment cycle and also achieved a
100 CERS score. Carrier B is placed on the new TDR
first. Carriers having equal average shipment scores
and equal tonnage for the last cycle are ranked using a
random number table.
4. All tonnage is zeroed out at the start of each new rate
cycle. There are two rate cycles: 1 May to 31 October
and 1 November to 30 April.
5
.
Low rate carriers are awarded traffic prior to carriers
in the next highest rate level . Other carriers do have
the option to "me-too" the rate of the lowest rate
filer to a destination. A me-too rate is a rate filed
by a competing carrier that is equal to the rate filed
^ by the low rate carrier.
6. Those carriers in a traffic denial status for the first
60 days are not awarded any traffic. At the end of the
traffic denial period, carriers are assigned an
administrative score of 85 and brought back on to the
TDR(s) at the highest cumulative weight of any carrier
on the TDR(s)
.
7. A 20,000 weight differential is established between
carriers with the highest and lowest tonnage including
those with zero tonnage. In other words, a carrier
cannot receive more than 20,000 pounds of traffic
within the same rate category until all shipments have
been offered to all carriers within that rate category.
8. In a properly maintained TDR, a carrier with a lower
CERS score should not have higher cumulative tonnage
than a carrier with a higher CERS score, except in
those requiring the application of "sound traffic
management." Sound traffic management is often
exercised by traffic managers to keep imbalances from
occurring in the TDR. For example, a traffic manager
could award traffic out of sequence to ensure that
lower ranked carriers do not receive more tonnage than
a higher ranked carrier.
9. Service members may request a particular carrier.
Installation Transportation Officers shall honor a
member's request if the carrier is in the lowest
overall rate group consistent with equitable
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distribution and sound traffic management. Equitable
does not mean equal. Equitable means a fair and
reasonable allocation of traffic by the ITO.
The following example will help clarify the traffic
allocation scheme for a typical Code 1 TDR [Ref. 13:pp. 6-
101:
There are seven carriers, A-G, going from Fort Ord, CA to
Washington, DC. For the next rate cycle, Carrier A offers
the lowest rate. Carriers B through G me-too Carrier A's
rate. Thus all carriers now offer the same rate for the Fort
Ord to Washington, DC move. During the last rate cycle,
these seven carriers achieved the following CERS scores and
hauled the following tonnage:
Carr ier CERS Score Tonnage Last Cycle New Cycle Standing
A 98 18,000 (pounds) 3rd
B 98 12,700 2nd
C 98 10,000 1st
D 92 15,000 4th
E 88 20,000 5th
F 87 17,000 6th
G 85 10,000 7th
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(Code P on shipment number 5 indi cates member
preference for Carrier E.)
The carriers are then ranked according to the ranking
guidelines previously stated. In this example, the top three
carriers achieved identical CERS scores during the previous
scoring cycle. Carrier C had the lowest tonnage during the
previous cycle and thus earns the number one ranking for the
new cycle. The process will continue until all carriers
within the same rate category are ranked (see chart on the
preceding page).
The next step is to award the first shipment (6,000
pounds). Based on the principles. Carrier C will be offered
the first shipment since it is the lowest ranked carrier with
the highest CERS score and was ranked first based on the
ranking principle. Carrier B is awarded the second shipment
(8,000 pounds) because at this point in the cycle it has the
highest CERS score and lowest cumulative weight (0 pounds).
Carrier A is awarded the next two shipments (4,000 and
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13,500). Carrier A is awarded the third shipment since it
has the highest CERS score and lowest cumulative tonnage (0
pounds). Carrier A also receives the fourth shipment even
after the third shipment because Carrier A still has the
highest CERS score and lowest cumulative tonnage (4,000
pounds) compared to Carrier C (6,000 cumulative pounds) and
Carrier B (8,000 cumulative pounds). In addition. Carrier B
could not receive the 13,500 pound shipment because it would
violate the 20,000 pound weight differential principle
(13,500 + 8,000)
.
Proceeding through the example, the fifth shipment (3,000
pounds) is awarded to Carrier E. The service member
requested Carrier E. In this example, the member's request
is honored by the ITO causing a temporary imbalance in the
TDR. This is a judgement call by the ITO, but it appears to
be based on the sound traffic management principle (i.e., the
ITO knows that other shipments will be available to correct
the imbalance and award higher ranked carriers with more
tonnage). The imbalance will be corrected with the eighth
shipment. The sixth shipment (2,000 pounds) is awarded to
Carrier D. Again, this is an ITO judgement call that appears
to be driven by the sound traffic management principle. The
seventh shipment (7,000 pounds) is awarded to Carrier C (the
highest ranked carrier with the lowest cumulative weight).
The eighth shipment is awarded to Carrier D to offset the
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imbalance that occurred in awarding the fifth shipment to
Carrier E.
Carrier F received the ninth shipment (1,000 pounds)
possibly due to inability of other carriers to handle the
shipment and/or the low shipment weight. The tenth shipment
(6,000 pounds) is awarded to Carrier B (the best performer
with the lowest cumulative weight). The process will
continue until all shipments are awarded. The final TDR
appears below:
Carrier Score Est Wt/Cum Wt Est Wt/Cum Wt Est Wt/Cum Wt







The example above was governed primarily by the
principles of awarding traffic to the carrier with the
highest performance score and lowest cumulative weight. The
20,000 pound weight differential was not exceeded in any
case. In only one case, the fifth shipment, did a lower
ranked carrier receive tonnage before a higher ranked
carrier. This situation was later corrected with the eighth








this scenario, the higher ranked group of carriers was
awarded more tonnage for demonstrated past superior
performance (as indicated by their CERS scores).
How much traffic can be awarded in a rate category before
the ITO moves into a higher rate category? If the carriers
in the low rate category have the capacity (manpower,
vehicles, and storage space), they will receive all traffic.
If the rate level becomes saturated (i.e., no carrier in that
rate level can accept the shipment), the next highest rate
group can be used.
Intrastate TDR procedures vary from the process above.
For intrastate moves, a rate printout provided by MTMC will
identify the primary carriers (rate setters) for each six
month rate cycle for each rate channel. ^ The primary carrier
(who is qualified under the CERS program) will receive 50
percent of all intrastate traffic. Remaining tonnage will be
offered to those carriers who me-too the primary carrier's
rate. The me-too carriers will be placed on the TDR behind
the primary carrier based on CERS performance. All other
carriers will be placed on separate TDRs according to their
f i 1 ed rates
.
The key point to keep in mind in the entire traffic
allocation decision, be it interstate or intrastate, is that
traffic is allocated to the group of low rate carriers first.
^A rate channel can be defined as the rate filed from
origin to any destination.
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Performance scores attained under the CERS program establish
the minimum satisfactory requirements that all carriers must
meet and are used to determine traffic precedence within each
rate group. The next section describes additional quality
assurance programs currently available to personal property
managers
.
D. ADDITIONAL QUALITY ASSURANCE PROGRAMS
The Military Traffic Management Coomiand has instituted
several additional quality assurance programs and initiatives
to assist local ITOs in controlling carrier service. This
section will briefly discuss three of these programs: the
pre-award survey, shipment inspection by ITO representatives,
and punitive actions.
1. Pre-award Surveys
To participate in DOD sponsored household goods
traffic, carriers must submit to an initial inspection of
their facilities by a Regional Storage Management Office
(RSMO) representative. These offices perform the contract
administration function for the DOD Personal Property
Shipment Program. In addition, they are responsible for
inspecting all carriers or carriers' agents facilities,
equipment, and personnel within CONUS. [Ref. 2 : pp . 2-35 to
2-37]
Regional Storage Management Office inspectors use the
Pre-Award Survey--DD Form 1811 to inspect a carrier's or
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agent's operation. See Figure 7. An ITO representative will
accompany the RSMO representative on all inspections. During
their inspections, they will check on the carrier's capacity
(number and types of trucks and warehouses), fire and
security protection capabilities, storage methods, flood
protection measures, rodent and/or insect control, and
indications of hazardous operations. The results of this
survey and the submission of financial statements, letters of
intent, Tender of Service signature sheets, and licensing
evidence from the Interstate Commerce Commission and state
regulatory bodies will determine carrier is approved to move
DOD personal property shipments. [Ref. 2:pp. 2-46 to 2-47]
2. Inspections by Installation Transportation Office
Personnel
After the initial inspection by the RSMO, carrier
facilities and equipment are reinspected every six months by
local ITO inspectors. The results are recorded on the
Warehouse Inspection Record--DD Form 1812. See Figure 8.
However, if a carrier's facility is located more than 100
miles from the shipping office, annual inspections may be
performed. These inspections must be accomplished in
addition to the inspections of incoming and outgoing personal
property shipments. Installation Transportation Offices must
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Figure 7: Pre-award Survey of Contractor's/Carrier's
Facilities and Equipment [Ref. 2:p. 2-21]
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Figure 8: Warehouse Inspection Report [Ref. 2:p. 2-51]
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inspect quarterly not less than 50 percent of all personal
property shipments. [Ref. 2:pp. 2-34 to 3-351
3. Punitive Actions
Should a positive approach through CERS or another
quality assurance method fail to produce the desired service
levels, MTMC and local ITOs have several punitive actions
which they may invoke. They are [Ref. 2:pp. 2-60 to 2-66]:
a. Letter of warning
Letters of warning are issued for minor tender of
service violations. The DD Form 2223 and local
correspondence is used to notify carriers that they have been




Should a letter of warning(s) fail to correct a
situation, MTMC or the ITO can take steps to suspend the
carrier. During the suspension period (30 to 135 days,
depending on the number of suspensions involved), no traffic
will be awarded to the carrier or agent, even if the agent
represents several carriers. A suspension is only imposed
after MTMC or the ITO issues a letter of warning (except in
cases where carriers willfully or flagrantly violate DOD
personal property regulations).
Regular suspensions can be imposed for repetitive
(three or more) minor tender of service violations or
violations of other EKDD personal property rules and
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regulations. Immediate suspensions can be imposed if any of
the following willful or flagrant violations occur:
1. Carrier personnel are under the influence of alcohol or
unlawful drugs at the member's residence.
2. Carrier personnel use abusive language, actions, or
conduct in the presence of the member or member's
family.
3. Carrier personnel commit fraud.
4. Carrier personnel deliberately damage a member's
possess ions
.
5. Carrier personnel fail to meet the previously agreed
upon pickup date.
6. Carrier personnel miss the RDD by 10 or more days
except when missed RDD occurs due to acts of God,
strikes, and natural disasters.
7. Carrier personnel do not provide protected storage
(from the elements) during periods of temporary
storage
.
Carriers are notified of suspension actions by
the Letter of Suspens i on--DD Form 1814. See Figure 9.
Carriers are not reinstated until satisfactory evidence is
provided to MTMC and the ITO of corrective action. If
evidence is adequate, the carrier can be reinstated at the
end of the suspension period. As was the case with the
letter of warning, carriers can appeal any suspension action.
If the appeal is granted, carriers will be immediately
reinstated and offered sufficient shipments to return the
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c. Disqualifications
Disqualifications are the most severe form of
carrier punishment. Disqualifications can only be imposed by
the Commander, Military Traffic Management Command.
Installation Transportation Officers can initiate a
recommendation for carrier disqualification when a carrier:
1. Incurs three suspensions during^ the same six month
performance cycle.
2. Fails to achieve an average CERS score of 85 for two
consecutive performance periods.
3. Clearly indicates its inability or unwillingness to
meet its contractual agreement as evidenced by
repetitive tender of service violations.
Carriers are notified by certified mail of the ITO's intent
to recommend disqualification and given 30 days to respond.
If a carrier fails to respond or the response is not
acceptable, the ITO will forward the recommendation for
disqualification to the appropriate MTMC field office for
further action. Disqualifications may be imposed for
definite or indefinite periods and may be areawide,
nationwide, or worldwide. Disqualifications may also be
imposed for specific routes, installations, or rate areas
depending on the severity of the problem. Disqualifications
are not common. In the last four years, only three domestic
interstate carriers have been disqualified from doing further
personal property business by MTMC [Ref. 14].
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E. CONCLUSION
This chapter described the current CERS program, how
traffic is allocated using CERS, and other quality assurance
programs in effect to control service provided by carriers.
The CERS program and other quality assurance initiatives are
but one facet of a combined effort by MTMC, the services, and
ITOs to monitor the military moving process. The next
chapter presents and analyzes data depicting CERS performance
since the program was revised in 1984.
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IV. CERS PERFORMANCE STATISTICS
A. INTRODUCTION
This chapter analyzes several tables and charts depicting
CERS performance from Nay 1984 to April 1988. The material
in this chapter was derived from CERS II performance data and
actual loss and damage claims information provided by
Headquarters, Military Traffic Management Command.
B. CARRIER EVALUATION AND REPORTING SYSTEM STATISTICS: MAY
1984 TO APRIL 1988
Table 1 lists CERS performance statistics for eight six-
month performance periods beginning with the May to October
1984 performance period. This performance period was the
first full reporting period under the revised CERS format.
Figures 10 and 11 are graphical representations of the data
contained in Table 1. The reader should carefully review
each table and chart as they will be referred to again
throughout the remainder of this analysis.
As stated in Chapter III, MTMC established performance
goals for the three scored performance elements. The goals
were: 95% of all shipments will be picked up on time, 90% of
all shipments will be delivered on time, and 70% of all
shipments will not experience any loss or damage. The
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following observations can be made regarding these three
performance elements:
TABLE 1: CERS PERFORMANCE- -MAY 1984-APRIL 1988
Reporting
Period
MAY 8 4 -OCT 84
NOV 84-APR 85
MAY 8 5 -OCT 85







Notes: Shipments scored, missed RDD,
rounded to nearest hundred
rounded to nearest ten.







102,800 520 14,400 26,700
99,000 580 11,900 26,300
116,300 470 14,000 29,100
109,000 490 10,900 25,100
116,100 420 12,800 26,700
108,800 400 10,900 23,900
101,000 400 12,100 24,200
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The most impressive performance element is on time
pickup. From May 1984 to April 1988, over 861,400 domestic
shipments were scored under CERS. Only 4,090 shipments, or
.48 of one percent of these shipments were scored as having
missed the pickup date.
This performance element is impressive for a number
of reasons. First, CERS performance in this area has often
exceeded total moving industry performance. An American
Moving Council (AMC) report of 1985 moving industry
performance indicators found that major van lines could only
achieve a 1.47% missed pickup rate [Ref. 15:p. 50]. Second,
on-time pickup performance has far exceeded MTMC established
goals (95% of all shipments will be picked up on time) for
each performance period. Even during the worst performance
period, May to October 1984, 99.25% of all shipments were
picked up on time. Third, on-time pickup performance appears
to be steadily improving. 810 shipments were picked up late
in the May to October 1984 performance period. Three years
later, this figure has been cut by more than half to 400 (May
87 to October 87 and November 87 to April 1988).
2. On-time Delivery
The most disappointing performance element is on-time
delivery. This performance element is disappointing for a
number of reasons. First, performance in this area is below
moving industry averages. The American Moving Council noted
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that the moving industry's 1985 on-time delivery rate for
domestic shipments was 96.6% [Ref. 15 :p. 50]. The best
performance in any performance period for military shipments
was 90% (88% average over the eight periods). Second, in
only one reporting period. May to October 1987, was the 90%
performance goal for this performance element reached, and
then just barely (90%). Third, there does not appear to be
an improvement trend in on-time delivery. The November 1987
to April 1988 performance statistics show that more than 12%
of domestic shipments are still not being delivered on time.
This percentage is virtually the same as the May to October
1984 initial reporting period. Finally, what the statistics
fail to measure is service members' inconvenience in terms of
additional temporary housing and food costs and disruption
from not having their household belongings when they need
them.
The Military Traffic Management Command may want to
consider strengthening the penalties for missing RDD
.
Currently, a carrier receives a letter of warning for missing
the RDD by one to nine days, and an automatic suspension if
the RDD is missed by ten or more days [Ref. 2:p. 2-61].
Perhaps an automatic suspension should be levied when the RDD
is missed by five or more days. This would increase carrier
incentive to improve performance in this area.
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3 . Loss and Damage
Another disappointing performance element was loss
and damage. Although carriers met the MTMC established goal
of 70% in every performance period, loss and damage rates of
22 to 27% are still too high. In simple terms, this means
that one out of every four domestic military household goods
shipments in the last four years has experienced some type of
loss and/ or damage.
Loss and damage usually leads to some type of claim
being filed by the member. Table 2 below lists claims data
for Fiscal Years 1984 through 1987.
TABLE 2: ACTUAL LOSS AND DAMAGE CLAIMS 1984-1988 [Ref. 16]
(Codes 1 and 2 Shipments)
No. of No. of Claims Ave
.
Shipments Claims Amount Claim
210,832 37,059 $22,124,000 $597
227,085 30,749 $19,471,000 $633
222,068 30,057 $18,411,000 $613
219,560 24,189 $13,629,000 $563







Note: Fiscal Year 1987 data is incomplete as service members
are allowed up to two years to file a claim. Damage
claims dollar amounts are rounded to the nearest
thousand.
Figures are not adjusted for inflation.
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At first glance, it appears that there has been some
improvement in the number and dollar amounts of damage claims
being filed. The reader should note that the 1987 figures
are incomplete as service members are allowed two years to
file a claim for loss and/or damage to their household goods.
The average claim column may be a better indicator of loss
and damage performance. Disregarding the 1987 figures,
average claim amounts average over $600.00 with no
significant improvement trend in the three year period from
1984 to 1986. In addition, 73 million dollars in loss and
damage over a four year period is not indicative of
acceptable performance in this researcher's opinion. The
Military Traffic Management Command is taking steps to put
more emphasis into reducing loss and damage through the New
Released Valuation on Through Government Bill of Lading
(TGBL) Personnel Property Program. This new program will be
discussed in greater detail in the following chapter.
C. CONCLUSION
This chapter presented and analyzed the results of the
revised CERS program. It appears that little has changed
since the program was initiated. On-time pickup performance
continues to be impressive, while the other two performance
elements show little, if any, improvement.
Chapter V presents findings concerning the current status




Specifically, Chapter V will address the major deficiencies
of the current CERS program, recommendations by various
groups of what can be done to improve the DOD domestic
carrier evaluation process, and possible alternatives to the
present evaluation system.
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V. PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF FINDINGS
A. INTRODUCTION
In the preceding chapters, the development and operating
characteristics of past and current Department of Defense
domestic carrier evaluation and control systems were
discussed. Chapter V presents findings about the current
status of CERS and related carrier control initiatives. To
accomplish this, Chapter V is organized as follows:
1. The Interview Process
2. Current CERS Deficiencies
3. Improving CERS: DOD and Moving Industry Recommenda-
tions
4. Alternative Quality Assurance Systems
5. Recent Quality Assurance Initiatives
B. THE INTERVIEW PROCESS
As stated in Chapter I, three semi-structured interviews
were used with the various groups to elicit a wide range of
responses on what is wrong (or perceived to be wrong) with
CERS and what can be done to improve CERS and the domestic
quality assurance process. The interviews were conducted
over a seven-month period. Appendix C contains a complete
listing (except for local carriers) of all individuals and
groups interviewed or providing data/information for this
thesis. These interviews were designed to answer this
study's five subsidiary research questions:
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1. what are the major criticisms of the CERS program?
2. What are the recommendations of DOD personal property
managers for improving CERS?
3. What are the recommendations of the moving industry for
improving CERS?
4. What programs do private firms and other public
agencies use to evaluate contracted moving service?
5. What new domestic quality assurance initiatives are
being proposed to improve CERS and service provided by
the moving industry?
The first semi-structured interview was conducted by
telephone with 26 DOD installation-level personal property
officials. This group included housing directors, quality
assurance/quality control personnel, and CERS administrators.
The installation level officials were asked the following
questions
:
1. What do you feel are the major deficiencies of the
current CERS program?
2. What recommendations do you have for improving CERS?
The author received additional information from informal
interviews and data/reports from the Military Traffic
Management Command, Military Traffic Management Command
Western Area, the services' transportation schools, and the
General Accounting Office.
The second group of interviews was conducted with
selected members of the moving industry. Trade association
and national moving company personnel were interviewed by
telephone. Local moving firms were interviewed in person.
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The questions used for this interview were the same as those
used for local DOD installation officials.
The third group of interviews was conducted by telephone
with representatives from eight large private companies and
two large public agencies. The primary purpose of this
interview was to determine what types of alternative carrier
evaluation and control systems exist, and if elements of
these systems could be incorporated into the CERS program.
The questions for this interview were:
1. What factors/measures does your company use to evaluate
moving service?
2. Of the factors/measures previously mentioned, which do
you feel is most important and why?
3. How often does your company (agency) rate service
provided by moving companies?
4. Are the results of moving evaluations given to
carriers? How?
5. Is your evaluation process used as:
a. a basis for selection of moving companies to use?
b. a means for disciplining carriers?
6. What are the main criteria that your company (agency)
uses to evaluate a moving firm before entering into a
contract?
7. Of the factors listed above, which is most important
and why?
8. What incentives or rewards do you give a moving company
for providing excellent moving service?
9. What type of feedback system does your company use to
capture client satisfaction and dissatisfaction?
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Additional information was provided by the Employee
Relocation Council. The Employee Relocation Council is a
professional organization that provides its members with
information concerning relocation trends. The next three
sections present interview results.
C. CURRENT CERS DEFICIENCIES
After initial contact was established, DOD and moving
industry officials were asked to describe what they felt were
the major deficiencies with the current CERS program. Table
3 summarizes responses for DOD officials. Table 4 summarizes
responses for moving industry officials. This section will
review and discuss these two tables.
1. Department of Defense Criticisms
The primary criticism or deficiency of the current
CERS program (based on number of responses) was that the
program no longer has a formal method of gathering customer
feedback . Prior to 1 October 1988, DOD Personal Property
Activities used the Customer Satisfaction Report--DD Form
1781 (see Figure 12) to determine customer satisfaction
and/or dissatisfaction with a move and to gather loss and
damage estimates (see Block 9 of the form). The DD Form 1781
was completed by the member and returned to the destination
ITO. The destination ITO would examine the form to determine
if there were any problems at destination, take management
action to correct problems, annotate the DD Form 2223 as
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TABLE 3: CERS DEFICIENCIES--RESPONSES TO INTERVIEW QUESTION
#1 BY DOD QUALITY ASSURANCE AND CERS PERSONNEL
Deficiency
No formal method exists for
gathering customer feedback
Lack of emphasis on tender of
service violations
Input is not timely
Excessive paperwork
Incorrect input
Relying on damage estimates
vice actual claim amounts
Emphasis in the domestic
program of awarding traffic
by cost then service
Missed pickup scoring is too
severe
CERS does not work well
during the peak season





TABLE 4: CERS DEFICIENCIES--RESPONSES TO INTERVIEW
QUESTION #1 BY MOVING INDUSTRY REPRESENTATIVES
Deficiency Number of Responses
CERS provides no real incentive 6
to carriers to improve service
since rates (not service) are the
primary determinant used by MTMC
to award traffic
Scoring of shipments going into 4
or out of storage-in-transit
Carrier performance scores can be 2
determined by as little as one
shipment
CERS administrators are poorly 1
trained
Loss and damage information is 1






























































Figure 12: DD 1781--Customer Satisfaction Report
[Ref. 2:p. A18]
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appropriate, and then forward the forms to the origin
shipping office for final CERS scoring and evaluation. The
Customer Satisfaction Report contained information relating
to their service aspects (tender of service elements) of the
move, i.e., inventory preparation, packing and unpacking,
courtesy and cooperation of moving personnel , prevention of
loss and damage, and removal of packing/unpacking debris. In
addition, the form contained a section for members to express
their opinions to the ITO concerning overall move quality.
The Customer Satisfaction Report did have some
significant weaknesses that eventually led to its demise.
First, return rates at some installations were very poor. At
one major installation, service members returned only 10-15%
of the forms [Ref. 12]. Figueroa reported in his study that
overall return rates ranged from 20-50% [Ref. 6:p. 78]. DD
Form 1781 return was never mandatory, and thus only a small
percentage of service members returned the evaluation. As a
result, many installation transportation officers operated in
a partial information vacuum [Ref. 6:p. 47]. Situations
developed where an ITO perceived that marginal service was
provided by a carrier, but he or she could not take any
positive action to correct the situation without hard
evidence from the member [Ref. 6:47]. The form's second
major weakness was the ambiguity of certain answers provided
by members. A typical problem encountered by many ITOs would
be forms returned with numerous tender violations and
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extensive damage noted, yet block 10 would be completed
stating the move was satisfactory and block 11 had no
explanation for violations [Ref. 17].
Due in part to the weaknesses described above, MTMC
decided in May 1988 to discontinue use of the DD Form 1781
and replace it with a revised version of DD Form 1840 [Ref.
18 :p. 1]. The major advantage of the DD Form 1840 is that
the carrier must return the form to the destination ITO.*
Loss and damage estimates, a key part of the current CERS
program, should be available for each move. An additional
advantage is in the area of paperwork reduction. With some
800,000 moves to score each year (the 1781 was used in the
international program as well), the elimination of one piece
of paper may result in considerable time and cost savings.
However, there are three significant disadvantages
with the new system. First, because of the demise of the DD
Form 1781, there is now no direct feedback system for use by
personal property managers to determine if a service member
is receiving proper moving service. Many managers
interviewed felt that the service member should be provided
with some vehicle to express their satisfaction or
dissatisfaction with a mover. Second, many tender elements
^Carriers failing to return the DD Form 1840 will be
issued letters of warning. If a trend (defined by MTMC as
three or more) of not returning the DD Form 1840 is noted, a
regular suspension is warranted. [Ref. 18:p. 2]
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such as inventory preparation, courtesy and cooperation,
prevention of loss and damage are no longer evaluated by the
member. Despite poor return rates, evaluation of these
tender elements provided ITOs with additional performance
data that was used in conjunction with inspector's
evaluations to determine marginal carriers. The third major
disadvantage or potential disadvantage noted by many
officials was their criticism of the DD form 1840. The form
is filled out jointly by the member and the driver in the
driver's presence when delivery is completed. Many DOD
officials, including the author, felt that many service
members and/or their spouses would be reluctant to put down
any negative remarks when the driver was still in the service
member's residence.
The second major criticism was the lack of emphasis
on tender violations . Under current CERS procedures, tender
violations are not scored elements. Department of Defense
officials listing this element felt that more emphasis is
needed to prevent tender violations from recurring. Two
officials stated that tender violations should be a scored
element, recommending a 25% split in scoring for pickup,
delivery, loss and damage, and tender violations. The main
problem in this area may be poor interpretation of the PPTMR
by DOD officials. The Personal Property Traffic Management
Regulation is fairly explicit concerning the number (three)
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and types of violations that need to occur before suspension
action can be initiated [Ref. 2:p. 2-66]
The third major criticism was that input was not
timely or did not arrive at all . Lack of timely input can
seriously inflate CERS' scores. The Personal Property
Traffic Management Regulation recommends that destination
ITOs complete and return the DD Form 2223 within 30 days
after delivery has been made [Ref. 2:p. 2-40]. According to
one CERS administrator, he seldom received CERS reports in a
timely (within 30 days after delivery) fashion [Ref. 19].
After repeated tracer action had failed, he was "forced" to
award an administrative score of 100 to the carrier [Ref.
19]. The Personal Property Traffic Management Regulation
states that "carriers will be awarded full credit for those
[performance] elements on which no contrary data has been
received." [Ref. 2:p. 2-41] Lack of timely input can also
cause a significant administrative burden on the origin ITO
in the form of repeated tracer action to destination.
Excessive paperwork was cited at the fourth major
criticism . The CERS process requires the completion and
distribution of the DD Form 1840, DD Form 2223, and DD Form
2224 for all domestic moves. This process is currently
accomplished at most ITOs on a manual basis. Some of the
quality assurance officials interviewed indicated that they
spend a majority of their time filling out forms instead of
actually inspecting carriers and shipments.
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Lack of correct input was cited as the fifth major
criticism . Officials who cited this as a significant problem
stated they often receive paperwork that either does not
match the shipment or was incorrectly prepared. For example,
several installations reported receiving CERS forms noting a
loss and damage estimate without the required corresponding
justification (DD Form 1781 or DD Form 1840) [Ref. 2:p. 2-
42]. Without justification, a carrier must be given full
credit for that performance element.
Part of the problem in CERS paperwork procedures may
be attributable to the training or lack of training for CERS
and quality assurance personnel. All of the services'
transportation schools do offer some formal training on the
CERS program and personal property quality assurance
procedures [Ref. 20]; however, numerous installations
interviewed indicated that most of their people were trained
OJT (on-the-job) and that sufficient funds were not available
to sent their personnel to the service schools. Thus, what
one CERS administrator knows can vary considerably from on
installation to another. The service schools are attempting
to overcome the training problem by offering personal
property courses at local commands. The Naval Transportation
Management School in Oakland, California offers the entire
Personal Property Traffic Management course at various
training sites throughout the year [Ref. 20]. With
standardized training offered to all personal property
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quality assurance personnel, form completion and submission
errors should decline.
Additional CERS criticisms as stated by DOD officials
are briefly discussed as follows:
Loss and damage evaluation is weak since this area
relies on estimates by the service member vice actual claim
amounts . Estimates can either be exceedingly high or low
depending on the case involved. Exceedingly high estimates
can unfairly penalize a carrier. Carriers can appeal many of
these damage estimates, and these appeals cause an additional
administrative burden for ITO personnel. Exceedingly low
estimates can also cause serious problems. In the CERS forms
examined at Fort Ord (CA) and the Naval Postgraduate School
(CA) , many forms did not contain an estimate of damage even
though numerous items were noted to be damaged on the DD Form
1840. Under present guidelines, if an estimate has not been
made by the member, the personnel who score CERS will
automatically indicate a dollar amount of less than $500 on
the DD Form 2223 [Ref. 18:p. 1]. When loss and damage claims
are actually settled, the claim may run into the thousands,
but the original CERS score for this performance element
cannot be changed.
The emphasis on low cost over quality eliminates
incentives for carriers to achieve truly superior service .
This was also cited as the major criticism by representatives
of the moving and storage industry. There is nothing to
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1
prevent a carrier with lower CERS scores from cutting its
rates in order to receive traffic in a subsequent quarter.
It is true this carrier may not receive all of the traffic if
the other carriers "me-too", but the carrier will still
receive a good portion of the tonnage to be awarded before
the more service conscious carriers (as defined by higher
CERS scores) at higher rate levels.
Missed pick-up scoring criteria is too severe . One
respondent thought that carriers should be allowed some
relaxation of the immediate suspension requirement for
missing the pickup date. However, this researcher found that
the no tolerance scoring criterion used for scoring on-time
pickup is probably one of the most significant strengths of
the CERS program. As stated in Chapter IV, missed pickup has
occurred in only .4% of all domestic shipments since 1984.
This exceeds performance by the moving industry in general
.
Additionally, this researcher could find no evidence that the
missed pickup criterion was adversely affecting any carrier.
CERS does not work well during the peak season . As
noted in Chapter II, peak season demand may force an ITO to
use any carrier available during this time, regardless of
past performance. Peak season problems continue to plague
the military and the federal government in general. In 1985,
one study indicated that 47.48% of all military/government
moves occurred in the June 1-September 30 time frame [Ref.
15:p. 44]. Quality assurance procedures may be neglected if
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demand for service is beyond the capability and capacity of
the better movers during the peak season.
There are too many carriers in the domestic program
to monitor . Deregulation of the household goods industry
occurred in 1980 with the passage of the Motor Carrier Act of
1980 (P.L. 96-296) and the Household Goods Transportation Act
of 1980 (S. 1798) [Ref. 21:p. 1]. Prior to these two acts,
entry into the household good market, entry of existing
carriers into other markets, and pricing was strictly
regulated by the Interstate Commerce Commission (ICC) [Ref.
22:p. 8]. Due to deregulation, entry into the DOD
transportation market is now fairly simple. If a carrier
meets the basic ICC and DOD requirements, the carrier can
easily enter into contracts to do business with the
Department of Defense. The bottom line is that the number of
carriers which DOD uses to move household goods has increased
dramatically since 1980. The Department of Defense granted
approval to 1254 domestic carriers to move military member's
household goods shipments for Fiscal Year 1989 [Ref. 23:p.
14] . Considering that each of these carriers has to be
monitored over thousands of traffic channels, the sheer
number of carriers to monitor does appear to pose some unique
quality assurance problems.
It should also be noted that five respondents did
not think there was any problem with the CERS program. This
is also a significant result. They acknowledged that there
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were some weaknesses in the overall quality assurance
program; however, CERS, at least at their installations,
adequately separated the good carriers form the bad carriers.
This section described the major criticisms and
deficiencies of the current CERS program as noted by DOD
personnel who administer the program on a daily basis. The
results indicate that there are some fundamental problems
with the CERS program. Key among these problems are lack of
customer input and the lack of emphasis on tender of service
violations. In addition, there appears to be some basic
problems with administering the program itself. Despite
improvements made when the CERS program was revised in 1984,
many interviewees felt that the costs (both personnel and
time) in running the program still exceeded the benefits
(better moving service).
2. Moving Industry Criticisms
Table 4 above summarizes interview responses for
moving industry officials. The moving industry's primary
criticism (based on number of responses) was that CERS
provided no real incentive for carriers to improve
performance since a carrier's rate is the primary determinant
used by MTMC to award traffic . To understand this criticism,
it is important to understand how DOD obtains moving rates.
The General Accounting Office (GAO) published a
report on DOD's rate acquisition program in March 1986. The
report, "Household Goods--DOD's Program for Obtaining Moving
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Rates" described the new rate acquisition program that DOD
implemented May 1, 1984 and which is in use today. The
General Accounting Office reported that prior to May 1984
[Ref. 22:pp. 8-9]:
. . . the rates that a carrier charged DOD for moving
household goods were submitted in two ways. First, most
carriers belong to an organization known as a tariff or
rate bureau. The major ones are the Household Goods
Carriers' Bureau (1,700 members) and the Movers' and
Warehousemans ' Association (400 members). The bureaus were
permitted to file rates for their member carriers under
section 10706 of the Interstate Commerce Act. The carriers
relied on these bureaus to submit the rates they would
apply when billing DOD. The rates submitted by the bureaus
were in the form of publications, or rate schedules, known
as rate tenders, which contained uniform provisions, line
haul rates, accessorial charges, rules, and regulations for
shipping household goods. The tenders were approved by the
Interstate Commerce Commission (ICC).
Second, in accordance with section 10701 of the Interstate
Commerce Act, during each 6-month rate cycle, each carrier
had the option to file a reduced or discount rate with
MTMC . These discounts were not solicited by MTMC but were
submitted as percentage of the rates in the tenders. Once
a discount rate had been filed and accepted, all other
carriers were notified and given the opportunity to match
the discount rates.
In 1984, MTMC, believing that due to deregulation it
must protect itself and the government from unreasonably high
rates and/or undesirable terms and conditions, overhauled the
rate acquisition program [Ref. 22:p. 1]. The Military
Traffic Management Command stated that line haul rate levels
submitted by the rate bureaus since deregulation had
increased 84.7% between January 1979 and June 1983 [Ref.
22:p. 11]. In response, MTMC implemented a new rate
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acquisition program. ^ This new rate acquisition program
[Ref. 22:p. 2]:
. . . began the process under which carriers had to file
their rates directly with MTMC using MTMC-established
baseline rates as the basis for their rate submissions.
For example, a carrier could specify that it would charge
75 percent of MTMC's baseline. There is no maximum or
minimum limit on the percentage a carrier can file.
In other words, traffic will be awarded to those carriers
providing quality service at the lowest overall cost to the
government [Ref. 2:p. 1-2].
The moving industry had three major concerns with the
new rate acquisition program. Their primary concern was that
the changes "would cause carrier revenues to decrease and
possibly even force some carriers out of business." [Ref.
22:p. 1] The General Accounting Office found that carrier
revenues actually increased in the period studied (1983-1984)
and found no instances where a carrier had gone out of
business due to the program [Ref. 22 :p. 1].
The moving industry's second concern was that the new
program would result in higher costs to the government due to
increased paperwork. The Military Traffic Management Command
agreed with this concern, but stated that in the long run
overall costs to the government would be reduced with the new
program. [Ref. 22:p. 6]
5The rate acquisition procedures described in this
section are for interstate moves. Intrastate rate
acquisition was described briefly in the TDR procedure
section in Chapter III.
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The moving industry's final concern was that the new
program, spawning intense competition, would force some
carriers to reduce costs thus reducing service quality. The
General Accounting Office concluded in 1986 that it had
insufficient evidence to determine if the new rate
acquisition program adversely affected service quality.
[Ref. 22:p. 1]
The new rate acquisition program appears to have
generated the desired results in terms of reducing or holding
rates constant. Carriers routinely submit rates that
discount the DOD baseline rate by 20 to 50 percent [Ref. 24].
According to moving industry and some DOD personal property
officials, the new program is also producing a major
undesirable result: low rates often lead to poor service.
To determine if this claim is true, the author performed a
simple regression analysis to see if a carrier's rate as
represented by revenue per hundredweight affects carrier
service as represented by claims frequency (a measure of
service) for fiscal year 1986.* Fiscal year 1986 was
^Carrier revenue per cwt = actual carrier revenue
carrier tonnage (lbs.)/100
Carrier claims frequency = actual number of claims
total number of shipments
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selected since this was the most recent year for which
complete loss and damage claim information was available."'
The steps involved in setting up the regression
analysis were as follows. First, 20 large carriers and
freight forwarders were selected on a random basis using the
1986 Domestic and Mobile Home Personal Property Carrier
Approvals listing published by MTMC and the random number
table in the PPTMR. Each carrier/freight forwarder was
assigned a three digit number. The author then used the
random number table to select 20 numbers for use. These
numbers were then converted back to the carrier/forwarder
SCAC code (a 4 letter code that identifies a carrier/freight
forwarder). Data on carrier revenue and claims data was
provided to the author through two computer printouts
supplied by Headquarters, MTMC. The first printout,
PPDMS/STATA/C-W-DA, listed carrier revenue and weight
information by destination for FY 1986. The second printout,
PPDMS/CLAIMS/G-PAID, listed actual claims data (numbers and
dollar amounts) by carrier for FY 1986.
'A better method would be to compare actual rates filed
by carrier per traffic channel from one rate cycle to the
next with performance data provided by the CERS II system and
actual claims data from the WHIST data base. Unfortunately,
actual rate data for preceding rate cycles could not be made
available to the author prior to completion of this thesis.
Revenue per hundredweight is an adequate surrogate for rate
data since carrier revenue is primarily a function of the
rate filed.
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The next step was to go through each printout and
determine the number of shipments, carrier revenue, carrier
weight, and number of claims for all 20 carriers. The
results of this process are presented in Table 5.
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Minitab, a statistical computer package, was used for
the regression. The author entered information on carrier
revenue per hundredweight (column F in the table) and claim
frequency (column H in the table). Notable Minitab results
include:
a. The relationship between revenue per hundred weight and
claims frequency is linear (can be represented by a
straight line). The regression figure appears below.
The linear regression formula for this regression is:


















b. The linear correlation coefficient, a single number
that can describe the strength of a linear relationship
between two variables is:
-0.606
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This suggests that there is a fairly strong negative
linear correlation or relationship between revenue per
hundredweight and claims frequency. In other words, as
carrier's rates decrease, the probability of more loss
and damage increases .
The author also performed a t-test to determine whether
the slope of the regression line is not zero and,
hence, revenue per hundredweight has a significant
effect on claims frequency. The following procedure
was used [Ref. 25:p. 543]:
STEP 1: State the null and alternative hypothesis.
The null and alternative hypotheses are:
Ho : Slope =
Ha : Slope =
STEP 2: Decide on a significance level.
The significance level is 5% (0.05).
STEP 3: Determine the critical values with a 5%
significance level and 20-2 degrees of
freedom.
Using the INVCDF (inverse cumulative distribution
function) in Minitab, the critical values for a 5%
significance level and 18 degrees of freedom, the
critical values are + 1.7291.
STEP 4: Compute the value of the test statistic.
Minitab computes the test statistic automatically.
For this regression, the test statistic is t = -3.29.
STEP 5: If the test statistic value falls in the
rejection region (greater than +1.7291 or less
than -1.7291), reject the null hypothesis;
otherwise, do not reject the null.
The test statistic was -3.29. This value is less
than -1.7291. Thus the null hypothesis is rejected.
STEP 6: State the conclusion in words.
Evidently, the slope of the regression line is not
zero and, hence, revenue per hundredweight is a




Based on the regression analysis, the carriers' claim
that low rates may lead to reduced service may be true. This
was not unexpected. The Military Traffic Management Command
may want to do further research on this phenomenon to ensure
that low rates do not further erode moving service. A rate
floor of some sort may be appropriate.
Under the current rate acquisition program, low rate
carriers (who often have lower scores than more service
conscious carriers) will get the military's household good
shipments first . CERS only appears to be an incentive to
improve performance when carriers are in equal rate groups.
How CERS scores shipments going into and out of
storaqe-in transit (SIT) was cited as the next major
criticism . Under CERS, shipments going into or out of SIT
are scored in the same fashion as a normal shipment [Ref.
2:pp. 2-45 to 2-46]. For example, if a carrier agrees to
pick up a shipment from the SIT site on a particular date and
fails to pick up the shipment on that date, the carrier will
not earn the 33 points for on-time pickup. The carriers and
both industry groups interviewed recommended that this area
not be scored if it does not adversely impact the member. In
other words, if the final delivery is made on time, the
carrier should not be "penalized" for missing the pickup from
the SIT facility.
In response to this criticism, a former Director of
Personal Property for the Army noted that transit times for
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all aspects of a military move (including delivery to and
from an SIT facility) are based on agreements between the
moving industry and MTMC. Normally, the transit times are
based on commercial transit schedules published by carrier
bureaus. The moving industry is consulted and agrees to
these moving times prior to entering into contracts to move
household goods. Like any other contract, carriers should
agree to perform within the terms of the contract. If they
cannot pick up or deliver goods from the SIT facility within
established time frames, they should not earn full CERS
credit. If there is a problem with transit times, carriers
should approach MTMC with proposed schedule changes. [Ref
.
26]
That carrier scores can be determined from as little
as one shipment was the third major criticism . As an
example, XYZ Van Lines hauls one shipment from Oakland, CA to
Norfolk, VA during the May to October 1987 CERS cycle. It
earns a 100 CERS score for this shipment. BCD Van Lines
hauls 50 shipments from Oakland to Norfolk during the May to
October 1987 cycle. BCD's average score for the 50 shipments
is 97.75. In the next rate cycle, both XYZ and BCD file the
same rates for the Oakland to Norfolk traffic channel. XYZ,
based on its 100 CERS score for a single shipment, will be
placed on the TDR prior to BCD thus receiving traffic prior
to BCD. While this does appear to be an unfair situation in
some respects, the author could find no evidence that this
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particular problem was adversely impacting any of the
carriers interviewed or the carrier industry in general
.
Other CERS criticisms stated by moving industry
officials are briefly discussed as follows:
Carrier Evaluation and Reporting System adminis-
trators appear to be poorly trained . One large national van
line reported that four out of five CERS forms received were
incorrect. In addition, this same van line reported that 77%
of the appeals that it submits to MTMC concerning CERS scores
were approved. To the moving official interviewed, an appeal
approval rate of 20 to 30 percent would be normal . An appeal
approval rate as high as 77% does indicate that there may be
some training problems.
Loss and damage information is based on a service
member's estimate . As discussed in the previous section,
exceeding high or low damage estimates can have a significant
effect on a carrier's score. Clearly, a system that would
allow actual claims data to be used vice estimates is
preferable
.
This section described the major criticisms of the
present CERS program as described by representatives of the
moving and storage industry. In general, most interviewees
indicated that the CERS program is a relatively ineffective
quality assurance tool since a carrier's rate and not service
is the primary determinant used by MTMC to allocate personal
property traffic.
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D. IMPROVING CERS: DOD AND MOVING INDUSTRY RECOMMENDATIONS
The second interview question asked participants to
describe their recommendations for improving the current CERS
program. The results are presented in Tables 6 and 7. This
section will discuss and analyze those recommendations.
1. Department of Defense Recommendations
The primary recommendation made by DOD officials was
to bring the service member back into the move evaluation
process .
TABLE 6: IMPROVING CERS-RESPONSES TO INTERVIEW
QUESTION #2 BY DOD QUALITY ASSURANCE AND CERS PERSONNEL
RECOMMENDATIONS
1. Bring the service member back as an active participant in
the move evaluation process
2. Automate CERS
3. Improve CERS training
4. Score tender of service elements
5. Combine CERS and ICERS
6. Tighten the appeals process
7. Use actual claims data
8. Impose stronger penalties
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TABLE 7: IMPROVING CERS--RESPONSES TO INTERVIEW QUESTION #2
BY MOVING INDUSTRY REPRESENTATIVES
RECOMMENDATIONS
1. Do not deduct points for missed pickup or delivery to
storage-in-transit facilities
2. Use actual claims data
3. Combine CERS and ICERS
4. Require tougher enforcement of backup regulations
As discussed previously, the ITO and the carrier receive
little, if any, feedback directly from the person most
affected by the move: the service member. The only service
member feedback ITOs receive comes from written comments the
member may make on the DD Form. 1840 or by the service member
contacting (by telephone or in person) the ITO.
Past attempts at using customer input as a scoring
mechanism have failed. Still, it would be desirable to have
some type of customer feedback system that would allow a
service member to comment on his or her move. The Department
of Defense states that the service member is [Ref. 27:p. 17]:
. . . one of the best inspectors the government has. [They]
know what types of services were received, and [their]
opinion about them is valuable.
How valuable is the service member's input if there is no
established forum for collecting customer feedback? The
Military Traffic Management Command may want to consider some
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type of alternative system(s) to ensure that service member
inputs are received and acted upon. Two possible
alternatives are the use of telephone surveys and toll-free
(800) phone numbers [Ref. 28:p. 18].
Automating the Carrier Evaluation and Reporting
System was the second most common recommendation . The
Military Traffic Management Command is currently involved in
automating the entire personal property function with the
installation of a new computer system. This system, called
the Transportation Operational Personal Property Standard
System or TOPS, is scheduled to be in operation at all 283
CONUS personal property offices by 1990 and all 181 overseas
personal property offices by 1992 [Ref. 29]. TOPS will






The CERS function will be part of the quality
assurance module. This module will automatically produce the
Shipment Evaluation and Inspection Record--DD Form 2223 as
well as the Carrier Evaluation Worksheet/Report--DD Form
2224, generate letters of warning and suspension, maintain
carrier performance files, and update Traffic Distribution
Rosters with CERS performance scores. A telecommunications
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plan is being developed to electronically link all personal
property activities with on another. This means that CERS
data can be electronically transmitted from destination to
origin and vice versa. The Transportation Operational
Personal Standard System should improve processing times,
eliminate many clerical errors, and possibly reduce the
amount of paperwork CERS administrators handle. [Ref. 29]
Other recommendations include:
Improving CERS training . As stated in the previous
section, little formal training is available to most CERS
administrators. One training initiative that may warrant
consideration is the development of an exportable Quality
Assurance/CERS course. Such a course could be developed by
MTMC or one of its field activities and sent in video tape
format with corresponding study guides to the ITO's. This
could be accomplished fairly easily and at low cost (no TAD
or instructor funding requirements) and would ensure that all
new CERS administrators are given uniform training on the
program. In addition, MTMC should review the service school
curriculum to ensure that curriculums are uniform and provide
adequate training to personal property quality assurance
personnel on the intricacies of CERS and other quality
assurance programs.
Tender elements should be scored . The three
officials who made this recommendation felt that tender
elements more accurately describe moving service quality. As
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stated earlier, two officials recommended a new system using
a 25% split among four scored performance factors: on-time
pickup, on-time delivery, absence of loss and damage, and
compliance with tender elements.
At one time, tender elements were scored in the CERS
program. Under the initial CERS program, 33 separate
elements (22 tender elements, eight customer service
elements, on-time pickup, on-time delivery, and absence of
loss and dam.age) were scored. However, it soon became
apparent that rating each carrier on 33 scoring elements was
"overly complex and of limited usefulness" and it "created an
administrative burden due to the immense amounts of paperwork
involved." [Ref. 30:p. 2] Due to the problems cited above
and other criticisms by both the GAO and the moving industry,
tender elements and customer service elements are no longer
scored.
Combine the CERS and ICERS programs into one program .
The International Carrier Evaluation and Reporting System was
implemented in late 1987 to evaluate international TGBL
shipments. It is similar to the CERS program in many
respects. Both programs [Ref. 2
: pp . 2-11]:
1. Provide incentives to carriers by offering more tonnage
to the low rate carrier based on their CERS or ICERS
score
.
2. Grade the same performance elements; although, the
ICERS program assigns point values to the elements
differently. Under ICERS, ability to meet the RDD
earns 50 points, absence of loss and damage earns 30
points, and meeting the pickup date earns 20 points.
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3. Use an 85 average shipment score as the minimum
acceptable score.
4. Evaluate carriers using a six month performance cycle.
5. Use the DD Form 1840 as the primary source document to
develop estimated dollar values on loss or damaged
items
.
The ICERS program uses the Shipment Evaluation and Inspection
Record--DD Form 1780 for inspection and scoring. See Figure
13. Examination of this form reveals that it is very similar
to its CERS counterpart. Combining the two systems would
simplify matters considerably for both CERS administrators
and the moving industry and reduce, to some extent, the
paperwork generated by two separate systems.
Tighten the appeal process . Several officials
indicated that the appeals process was not clearly defined
enabling many carriers to "win" many appeals even when poor
service was provided. They recommended that the PPTMR
(specifically, the tender of service) be revised or some type
of guidance be issued from MTMC that better describes what
actions are grounds for appeals and what are not.
Use actual claims in the scoring process . One
official recommended that a claims ration (number of claims
divided by number of shipments), using actual claims
information, should be used in the scoring process. If a
carrier exceeded the claims ratio, the carrier should be
suspended for a pre-determined period. This evaluation
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14. EFFECTIVE DATE
DO form 17BQ, /.^AX^6,no ^t/tpuj rdTioni fff oasoitn. f*f CT T ft f ri r rA»»
Figure 13: Shipment Evaluation and Inspection Record--DD
Form 1780 [Ref. 2:p. 2-57]
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criterion would be in addition to the normal quality
assurance procedures currently in place.
Stronger punitive penalties are needed . Several
officials indicated that the current penalties are nothing
more than slaps on the wrists of most carriers. They
advocated stronger penalties (doubling the suspension and
disqualification periods or reducing the amount of traffic
carriers could qualify for) that would send a direct message
to all carriers that poor service will not be tolerated.
One possibility is a suspension program similar to
that used in the ICERS program. In the international
program [Ref. 31:p. 10]:
the degree to which a carrier has been able to meet the
performance standards will determine the period of time for
which the carrier is denied the opportunity to participate
in the award of traffic from an installation, as shown
below:
Semiannual Traffic




Such a program, in conjunction with the disqualification
process, would sufficiently eliminate the true poor
performing carriers from the domestic program.
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2. Moving Industry Reconwnendations
In general , most moving industry representatives
thought that the CERS program did not provide any incentive
for a carrier to improve its performance. Many felt that
lower scoring carriers could simply bypass most service
requirements by offering lower rates. No solutions to the
rate cutting problems were offered by any moving industry
official interviewed.
The primary recommendation made by moving industry
officials was that points should not be deducted for missed
delivery of pickup to and from the SIT facility . If the
service member is not affected, i.e., his or her household
goods arrive on the desired date, why should the carrier be
"punished" for failure to deliver or pickup from the SIT
facility on time? The Military Traffic Management Command
may want to delete the requirement to score shipments going
into or out of SIT. It does seem unfair to deduct points
from a carrier's score for missing delivery times to or from
the SIT facility when the shipment is eventually delivered on
time.
Other recommendations were:
Actual claims data should be used . Using actual
claims data vice estimates would enable MTMC to better
determine which carriers actually have high incidence of loss
and damage. The Military Traffic Management Command could
then take action against the poor performing carriers. A
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program that would use actual claims data in the CERS and
subsequent traffic allocation has been developed by the U.S.
Air Force. This program, Total Cost Transportation, will be
discussed in the section entitled Recent Quality Assurance
Initiatives
.
Tougher enforcement of backup regulations . One
moving industry official recommended that ITO's not be so
"wishy-washy" in the enforcement of backup regulations which
govern tender violations or customer service problems. If,
for example, there was evidence of deliberate damage to a
service member's possessions by the carrier, the ITO should
immediately suspend the carrier. The moving industry
official stated that many ITOs would probably issue a letter
of warning instead. In his opinion, a letter of warning does
not send the appropriate message to the carrier that poor
service is not acceptable.
This section has described recommendations by both
DOD and moving industry officials as to how the CERS program
and personal property quality assurance can be improved. The
author was somewhat surprised by the relative lack of any
further concrete recommendations by both parties. Both
parties agree that there are some fundamental problems with
the personal property quality assurance process, yet other
than the general recommendations stated above, many
officials could not provide any further specific
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recoiranendations on how CERS and quality assurance in general
can be improved.
Are there other alternatives to the present CERS
system that may improve carrier service? The next section
tries to answer this question by discussing some alternative
systems used by firms external to the Department of Defense.
The section that follows discusses two recent DOD quality
assurance initiatives that will further enhance MTMC's
ability to improve carrier service.
E. ALTERNATIVE QUALITY ASSURANCE SYSTEMS
Carrier evaluation is not a unique function accomplished
only by the military. Private companies and other
governmental agencies have developed their own personal
property quality assurance systems to ensure that proper
moving service is received. The author conducted telephone
interviews with eight large private companies and two public
agencies to determine what types of alternative carrier
evaluation and control systems exist and to determine whether
elements from these systems could be incorporated into the
CERS program. These companies and organizations are listed
in Appendix C. This section present the interview results.
The most important interview result was the impact
employee feedback had on the move evaluation process. With
no exceptions, all ten programs used information provided by
the employee (the service member in DOD language) as the
primary mechanism to evaluate and judge carrier performance.
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All used some type of customer evaluation form for this
purpose. Sample customer evaluation forms from eight
organizations are presented as Figures 14 through 22.
.1 3M Household Goods Move Evaluation Report
Date
To:
From: Al Altman * Travel Services 224- IE 03
In order to help us Improve movlr<g van line services lor 3M employees, please complete and return tMs
form within two weeks.
.
Origin Destination
Actual Pick Up Date.
Actual Delivery Date.
Was Adequate Pre-Move Assistance Provided By:
3M Transportation Department?
Household Goods Moving Company?




Were The Drivers And The Helpers Courteous, Neat And Clean?
Were The Goods Professionally Packed In New-Condition Paper And Cartons?
Were Beds Set Up. Furniture Arranged. Etc.?
Was Unpacking Performed By: D Driver Q Agent O Myself
It Applicable, Is Canler Or UNIRISC Taking Action To Assist You:
In Filing Loss/Damage Claim?
To Repair Damaged Furniture?
Would You Recommend This Mover To Another 3M Employee?
How Would You Rate This Move? O Excellent D Good D Fair D Poor
a Yes D No
O Yes No
D Yes D No
D Yes D No
Yes O No
O Yes D No
O Yes a No
O Yes O No
D Yes a No
D Yes D No
a Yes D No
Additional Comments:
For Transportation Use Only
O UH- 12 3 4 5
R TTL- 12 3 4 5
N Ml- Pounds
Return All Copies To:
Al Altman
Travel Services
Building 224-1E03. 3M Center
St. Paul, MN 55144-1000 3IVI
Figure 14: Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing (3)M




2. Name of Employee:
3. New Address:
4. New Home Number: Business Number:
5. ORIGIN
a. Was packing service performed on date requested?
b. Was packing service performed at time scheduled?
c. Were packers neat, courteous and efficient?
d. Were cartons properly identified as to contents?
e. Were cartons fully packed?
6. DESTINATION
a. Did you request unpacking?
b. Were all cartons packed by the mover also unpacked by him
as you requested?
7. CLAIMS FOR LOSS AND/OR DAMAGE
a. Was there loss or damage on your move?
b. If so, did you note this on the delivery receipt or the
inventory sheet?
c. Did mover provide you with necessary claim forms?
8. Were the drivers and other personnel courteous, careful,
and cooperative?
9. How would you rate the overall service of this mover?
{ ) Excellent ( ) Good ( ) Fair ( ) Poor
10. REMARKS:
Please complete this form after moving and mail to:
Bristol-Myers Company
345 Park Avenue
New York, NY 10154
(212) 546-4002
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Figure 16: General Motors Corporation Household
Goods Carrier Performance Report
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Dear : • •
'Now that ycur move is ccnplete,we are interested in knowing if all of
the various stages regaixiing your move were performed satisfactorily.
Any of your suggestions will be greatly appreciated and vdll, hopefully,
inprove your future moves or the moves of your co-vrarkers.
1. Were you satisfied with the move? If not, why?
2. Were all ejq^ected services performed?
3. In your opinion, were all segments of your move on schedule?
4. Were you treated with courtesy throughout your move?
5. Would you use this moving ccnpany in a future move?
6. Are there any changes or additions you can suggest that we make
regarding household moves?









TO YOUR KNOWLEDGE, were any of the following
services performed by the mover?
a) sending boxes to your home prior to move
to begin your own packing?
b) taking miscellaneous furniture to city
dump?
c) removal/installation of curtain rods?
d) extensive dismantling of any pieces of
furniture and re-assembling of same?
e) removal of wall fixtures (lights, etc.)
and/or connecting of same at new home?
f) third-party/outside professional service
for disconnecting appliances and re-connecting
same?
*0n your move day, did movers ask you to sign
a form indicating additional labor services
such as the ones mentioned above?
If other additional services were rendered,
please indicate them below:






EMPLOYEE NAME: CARRJER: _
MOVED FROM: MOVED TO:
HEVSUTT-PACKARD STRIVES TO PROVIDE THE BEST MOVING SERVICES AVAJLASLE FOR FTS EMPLOYEES,
rr IS EXTREMELY IMPORTANT TO MONfTOR CARRIERS ACTTVniES TO INSURE THAT ALL RELOCATING
EMPLOYEES ARE RECEIVING THE PRESCRIBED SERVICES.
FEEDBACK FROM EMPLOYEES IS VITAL TO THE EVALUATION PROCESS. PLEASE COMPLETE THE QUESTIONS
USTED BELOW AND RETURN THE FORM TO THE INmATOR. PLEASE FEEL FREE TO INCLUDE WRITTEN
COMMENTS IN THE SPACE PROVIDED OR ON THE BACK OF THE FORM.
SURVEY AT ORIGIN: YES NO "
1. DID THE PACKERS ARRTv^ AT AGREED TIME?
2. WERE YOU LOADED ON THE DAY REQUESTED?





WAS THE DELIVERY WITHIN THE AGREED TO DATES?
2. WERE YOUR GOODS IN SATISFACTORY CONDmON?
3. HAVE YOU REPORTED ANY DAMAGE?
4. WAS UNPACKING REQUESTED?
5. DID THE MOVERS UNPACK THE fTEMS YOU REQUESTED?
6. WERE YOUR GOODS PLACED WHERE YOU DIRECTK)?
7. WERE THE MOVERS HELPFUL AND COURTEOUS?
HOW WOULD YOU RATE THE OVERALL SERVICE?
GOOD FAIR POOR
,
COMMENTS; (SPECinCALLY F SERVICE RATING IS POOR)
Figure 19: Hewlett-Packard Household Move
Post Move Questionnaire
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IBM EMPLOYEE MOVE EVALUATION
TO ASSIST IBM IN EVALUATING THE SERVICES PROVIDED BY YOUR MOVER DURING





EMPLOYEE STREET ADDRESS. STATE AND ZIP :
ORIGIN LOCATION DESTINATION LOCATION.
NATIONAL MOVER AGENT
A) HOW WELL SATISFIED WERE YOU WITH YOUR MOVER'S PERFORMANCE OF THE
FOLLOWING SERVICES?
SATISFIED DISSATISFIED
PACKING AND OTHER ORIGIN SERVICES •
LOADING AND DELIVERY SERVICES
UNPACKING AND OTHER DESTINATION SERVICE
B) DID YOU INCUR ANY DAMAGE? NONE SOME EXTENSIVE
C) WOULD YOU USE THIS MOVER AGAIN? YES NO
IF NO. PLEASE PROVIDE COMMENTS IN SECTION D.
D) PLEASE PROVIDE ADDITIONAL COMMENTS TO ASSIST IN IMPROVING QUALITY OF
SERVICE:
THANK YOU FOR YOUR COMMENTS! MANAGER OF NSD TRAFFIC CONTRACTS
Figure 20: IBM Employee Move Evaluation
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nnMia\ TENNECO OIL DCPLORATION i PRODUaiON " INTEROFFICE COMMUNICATION
(COMPANY)
HOUSEHOLD GOOOS MOVE EVALUATION
You can help us get better household goods moving services for Tenneco
employees by answering the following questions and by letting us have your
comments about the service you received.
1. Was the move handled to your satisfaction?
2. Were the movers prompt and courteous?
3. Were they careful in handling your goods and in
protecting your property?
4. Was their packing material clean?
5. Would you recommend these movers to others?
6. Did the moving company provide the packing material?
7. Did the moving company pack your household goods?










When you have completed this questionnaire, please sign it and return it in an
Interoffice envelope to " - Houston- MLH-1631
Employee Signature
Figure 21: Tenneco Oil Exploration and Production
Household Goods Move Evaluation
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HOUSEHOLD GOODS CARRIER EVALUATION REPORT
PRIVACY ACT NOTICE: The in/ofmation requested on mis lorm 13 soliated under TiUe 38. United States Code, and will be useo
to monitor and control the household goods earner's performance. The inlormabon may be furnished the earner involved for his
evaluation. Your disclosure of this information is voluntary and will aid in our overall mission of making certain transferees receive
satisfactory performance in this shioment of their household goods.
This form is to be comoleted uoon delivery of household goods to the new destination. FOLD AND MAIL
NAME ANO weSENT AOOneSS Of (UXLO'El (XDOUTTSTATIOH
ajoDCNT MjsiNess rMONt wx out mom no.
KE»0(/nf StAIlON ti PCAUPOATt ptLIVlBT 0*11
C>RPi£ff ^4AU£ On CSL CiS» CO»<TBO(. NO,
>LU^ ottm 'atspoayj-
WERETHE FOLLOWING SERVICES PROVIDED
PROFESSIONALLY?
NOT






• OVERALL CXJAUTY OF SERVICE
WERE THE FOLLOWING SERVICES PERFORMED ON




ESTIMATED AMOUNT OF LOSS/DAMAGE?
WOULD TOU USE THIS CARRIER AGAIN?
I l EXCELLEKT I I SATISFACTORT , I UNSATISFACTORY
ON TIME t OAT LATE 2 DAYS LATE S DAYS LATE * OR MORE DAYS
I I YES I I NO
REMARKS (E.nptam any Item cnecxed ••POOfl'T
iOMt ru«t 3* tM(>(.oirtt
GENERAL SERVICES ADMINISTRATION
cr.A DC-«9ueoiio6
(S«e reverse lor mailmg •nsmcuons) GSA .'cnn 3080 (HEV. lOE
Figure 22: General Services Administration Household
Goods Evaluation Report
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In analyzing these sample customer satisfaction reports
and interview results, some other common themes are apparent.
First, most evaluation systems concentrate on those items
which indicate satisfaction with the types of services
received in addition to compliance with shipping times and
absence of loss and damage. These "service items" are very
similar to the tender of service elements which are listed
but not scored in the CERS program. Second, the forms are
relatively simple to complete as questions are relatively
short and easy to understand by both the employee and
company/agency personal property personnel. Third, all forms
provide space for additional comments. Additional comments
can be extremely helpful to help clarify yes/no or rating
type (excellent to poor) answers and provide additional
information that may not be covered by the questions asked.
Fourth, most companies indicated that they had an aggressive
follow up program to ensure that evaluation forms were
returned. Minnesota, Mining, and Manufacturing (3M)
initiates follow-up action on each move evaluation. As a
result they were able to achieve a 92% return rate on over
1,000 moves in 1987 [Ref. 32]. Finally, six evaluation forms
had questions asking employees if they would use the same
carrier in the future. This one question, in conjunction
with other questions, is often used to determine if that
carrier will be allowed to conduct business with the firm or
agency in the future.
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other important results were:
All companies/agencies evaluated carrier service on each
and every move. With one exception (Bristol-Myers Company),
results of moving evaluations are given to carriers in some
format. Some organizations gave the carriers a copy of the
move evaluation form as is done in the CERS program. Other
organizations issue periodic reports to carriers summarizing
carriers' scores. These reports are then used by both
company/agency management and carriers to determine if
proper service levels were obtained during a reporting
period
.
Many respondents indicated that they use their
evaluation systems to both reward and discipline carriers.
If the carrier performed well, that carrier would receive
further business from that company or agency. If the carrier
performed poorly, that carrier was usually dropped completely
from handling that company's household goods traffic. There
were no "suspension" periods or second chances.
The most important factors or measures used to evaluate
and select carriers are service (five respondents), followed
by the capability of the moving agent or company to handle a
national account (two respondents). Service was selected as
the most important factor for several reasons. The most
important reason was that poor service hurts employee morale.
Most of the personnel moved by these companies are valuable
managerial personnel who are essential to the fiscal well
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being of a company. A poor move may cause an employee to
"jump ship." Considering the amounts of money that most
companies have already invested in these individuals, losing
employees due to poor moving service is not tolerated by most
private firms.
Price was named as the primary factor for selecting a
carrier by only one private company; however, price was the
most important factor in selecting carriers by both the GSA
and the General Services Agency of the State of California.
Price and how it affects the carrier selection decision is
probably the major difference between private and public
sector personal property management. In the corporate
world, carrier service is the driving force behind carrier
selection. In the public sector, due in large part to the
number of regulations and budget constraints that public
agencies must operate under, price is the driving force in
carrier selection. As demonstrated earlier, when price is
used as the primary determinant in the carrier selection
process, service may suffer.
Only one company offered any additional incentive to a
moving company for providing excellent moving service.
International Business Machines (IBM) through its Time Saver
Program will pay a carrier an additional amount (amount
varies with each move) for picking up or delivering a
shipment on time. It will also monetarily penalize a carrier
for late pick up and/or delivery. These "penalties" range
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from $175 to $375 a day. International Business Machines's
representative stated that such a program positively affects
carrier service. [Ref. 34]
What conclusions, if any, can be drawn from the above:
results, and what items would be useful to include in the
CERS program? First, employee feedback is an important part
of the move evaluation process for most firms. Although
highly subjective in nature, employee evaluations can often
provide a better or truer picture of moving service than
delivery or loss and damage statistics. It is the author's
opinion that the service member should be brought back into
the carrier evaluation process.
Second, MTMC may want to consider some type of monetary
incentive or punishment program similar to IBM's. Top
performers could be awarded bonuses for excellent service in
addition to more tonnage. Money is still a very powerful
motivator in an industry where profit margins are often very
small. The net profit margin, net profit as a percentage of
sales, for the moving industry in 1985 was only 2.74. [Ref.
15:p. 20]
F. RECENT QUALITY ASSURANCE INITIATIVES
The Military Traffic Management Command and the
respective military services' Personal Property Directorates
are constantly searching for new ways to improve the military
moving process. This section discusses two new Department of
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Defense initiatives that have been developed to assist MTMC
and the services in evaluating and controlling carrier
performance. The first initiative, the New Released
Valuation on Through Government Bill of Lading (TGBL)
Personal Property Shipments, was implemented by MTMC in April
1987. This initiative's primary objective is to encourage
carriers to provide better moves by making the carriers more
accountable, in monetary terms, for loss and damage. The
second initiative, the Total Cost Transportation (TCT)
concept, is a project developed by Headquarters, United
States Air Force (Personal Property Branch, Transportation).
Total Cost Transportation's primary objective is to use
actual claims data vice estimates in conjunction with the
CERS program to award household goods traffic. Total Cost
Transportation's present status is on hold pending the
results of the New Released Valuation program, the
implementation of TOPS, and resolution of claims processing
differences among the services [Ref. 34]. What follows is a
description of these two initiatives.
1. The New Released Valuation Program
From 1967 to April 1987, all domestic carriers
(interstate and intrastate), were liable for loss or damage
at the rate of 60 cents per pound per article . For example,
if a carrier lost a 200 pound refrigerator worth $700, the
carrier was liable to the government for the depreciated
value up to a maximum of $120.00 (200 pounds times $0.60).
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The government paid the rest of the claim to the member
($580). [Ref. 35:p. 6]
Effective 1 April 1987 for intrastate and 1 May 1987
for interstate shipments, carriers are now liable for the
full depreciated value of lost or damaged articles up to a
maximum amound based on total net shipment weight times $1.25
per pound. Carrier liability should increase since liability
is no longer computed on a per-article basis. [Ref. 36:p. 8]
Under the new procedures there are three options that
a service member can choose from. The three options are
Basic Coverage (New Released Valuation), Option 1 (Higher
Released Value), and Option 2 (full Replacement Protection).
Under Basic Coverage (New Released Valuation), the
shipment valuation (the value in dollar terms of a shipment)
is calculated at $1.25 times net shipment weight. The
government, not the member, pays all costs for Basic
Coverage. The Maximum Allowance List--Depreciation Guide is
used to determine maximum levels the government is liable for
household good that are lost or damaged based on an item's
depreciated value. For example, a 10,000 pound shipment
would have a total carrier liability of $12,500 (10,000
pounds times $1.25). If a member submitted a claim due to
damage to a refrigerator ($200 in damage) and loss of an
oriental rug ($5,000 when bought new but a depreciated
current value of $2,500), the carrier is liable to the
government for the full amount $2,700. When settling the
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claim, the government initially pays the member $1,700 ($200
for the refrigerator damage and $1,500 for the rug) The
government is limited to $1,500 for the rug due to the
maximum amounts prescribed in the Maximum Allowance List--
Depreciation Guide for an oriental rug. Once the carrier
pays the liability to the government or the liability has
been set-of f^ , the member will then be paid the additional
$1,000. [Ref. 36:p. 2]
Under Option 1, (Higher Released Value), the service
member pays for additional coverage beyond the basic
coverage. As an example, a service member requests Option 1
for her 10,000 pound shipment and asks that her coverage be
increased to $2.50 per pound. The service member pays the
difference for the increased valuation. Carrier liability in
this example would be $25,000.
Under Option 2, (Full Replacement Protection), the
service member pays for additional coverage beyond the basic
coverage. The carrier is responsible for repairing or
replacing missing or damaged articles at their full
replacement value (the Maximum Allowance List--Depreciation
Guide does not apply under Option 2). Additionally,
settlement of the claim is between the carrier and the
8 Set-off is a debt-collection procedure used by the
government to collect money owed to it. Under set-off
procedures, the government will collect the money owed by
deducting the same amount that it owes a carrier under
another TGBL.
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service member. If loss or damage does occur, the service
member will submit his claim directly to the carrier for
reimbursement. As an example, a service member paid for and
received Full Replacement Coverage for his 10,000 pound
shipment. During the shipment, a five year old oriental rug
was lost. The rug's established or agreed upon replacement
value was $5,000. The service member would file the claim
directly with the carrier and upon settlement would receive
the full replacement cost ($5,000). [Ref. 36:p. 4]
In addition to the new valuation options, MTMC also
established a separate charge to compensate carriers for the
additional carrier liability requirements. The compensation
rate is $0.64 for every $100 of shipment valuation in
addition to transportation charges, plus an additional ten
percent for any temporary charges. Current commercial
tariffs include a separate compensation charge of $0.50 per
$100 of shipment valuation. The moving industry does not use
the $0.50 rate with the military primarily because service
member claims are settled by the government. In the
commercial world, the carrier usually settles claims. In the
New Released Valuation program, the military wanted to retain
claims settlement authority and thus established the $0.64
rate as fair compensation. The government compensates
carriers at a higher rate because the moving industry felt
that the government is more lenient in its claims processing
procedures resulting in higher dollar value claims than
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otherwise would occur if the moving company settled the claim
with the service member. [Ref. 35:p. 8]
The New Released Valuation Program has been
criticized by the moving industry. In March 1988, the
General Accounting Office released a report on the new
program entitled "Household Goods--Implications of Increasing
Moving Companies' Liability for DOD Shipment." The main
conclusion reached by the GAO was that they could not
determine a fair and adequate level of compensation. Two
reasons were given. First, it was too early to determine the
program's impact on the carrier industry. The number and
dollar amounts of claims are incomplete. Second, carriers'
performance levels vary widely. Because of this, a single
compensatory rate may not be perceived to be fair and
adequate to all carriers As an example, the GAO stated that
[Ref. 35:p. 1]:
Because carrier performance levels vary widely, a single
rate may not be perceived as fair and adequate by all
carriers. For example, a rate that adequately covers the
claim liability costs of a carrier that causes few claims
would not be adequate to cover those of a poorly-performing
carrier. Conversely, a rate that covers the claims
liability costs of a poorly-performing carrier would result
in overpayment to a better-performing carrier.
Furthermore the GAO stated that [Ref. 35:p. 1]:
. . . MTMC's new rate will compensate the better-performing
carriers for increased liability costs if carriers perform
as they did in fiscal year 1985, the most recent year for
which adequate claims data was available at the time of our
review. This rate should reduce government claims costs




Recent MTMC data, released after the GAO report,
indicates the new program may be working. Table 8 lists DOD
Domestic Code 1 and Code 2 shipment and claims data for two
reporting periods (one prior to and one after the
implementation of the New Released Valuation Program).
TABLE 8: CODE 1 AND 2 SHIPMENTS AND CLAIMS DATA
[Ref. 37]
Period: 1 May 1986 - 30 April 1987
No. of No. of Amount Claims/
Code Shipments Claims Paid Average Shipments
1 218,041 29,864 $17,601,316 $589.38 .137
2 1,514 261 $200,440 $767.97 .172
Totals 219,555 30,125 $17,801,756 $590.93 .137
Period: 1 May 1987 - 30 April 1988
No. of No. of Amount Claims/
Code Shipments Claims Paid Average Shipments
1 125,537 10,112 $5,401,875 $534.20 .081
2 1,780 160 $100,734 $629.59 .090
Totals 127,317 10,272 $5,502,609 $535.69 .081
Note: Figures not adjusted for inflation.
The preliminary results (May 1987 to April 1988 data
are still incomplete) indicate that there has been a
significant reduction in the number of claims and a minor
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reduction in the amount per claim since the New Released
Valuation program was implemented. The claims ratio (number
of claims divided by number of shipments) declined from
13.72% to 8.07% and the average claim amount declined from
$590.93 per claim to $536.18 per claim. These initial
results are encouraging. Further research is needed in this
area to ensure that improving trends continue.
The New Released Valuation program is one of the most
significant quality assurance programs to be developed since
the advent of CERS. It puts the onus back on carriers to
ensure that a service member's property is moved with as
little loss and damage as possible. The next section
discusses an innovative new program developed by the Air
Force that uses actual claims data as a basis for traffic
allocation: Total Cost Transportation (TCT).
2. The Total Cost Transportation (TCT) Program
The Total Cost Transportation program was developed
in early 1982 in response to both GAO and moving industry
criticism that estimated claims data vice actual claims data
was being used as a basis for carrier evaluation [Ref. 38:p.
1] Under TCT, actual claims data is used to compute claims
indexes for each carrier at each installation the carrier
serves. The claims index is computed as follows:
CLAIMS DOLLARS OF ADJUDICATED CLAIMS PAID BY POD
INDEX = TOTAL TONNAGE MOVED BY THE CARRIER PER
HUNDRED WEIGHT (CWT)
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This claims index is then added to the carrier's rate to
achieve the total cost or TCT . Total Cost Transportation is
expressed in cost per hundredweight and is calculated every
six months. The carrier's TCT is then compared again.-st other
carriers on a TCT Tonnage Distribution Roster (TCT TDR).
Traffic is allocated based upon a carrier's comparative
ranking on the TCT TDR. [Ref. 38 :p. 2]
The TCT program is designed to be used in conjunction
with the existing CERS program. Data for on-time pick up,
on-time delivery, and absence of loss and damage will
continue to be used as measurem.ent factors. Those carriers
meeting or exceeding the average shipment score of 85 will be
qualified for traffic under TCT. Those carriers who score
below an 85 will be considered unsatisfactory and placed in
traffic denial status for 60 days. [Ref. 38:p. 2]
The following example, initially developed for
testing at the Joint Personal Property Shipping Office
(JPPSO), San Antonio, TX, will illustrate how the TCT program
is supposed to work. First, carriers will continue to file
rates in accordance with the existing CONUS Automated Rate
System (CARTS). Second, claims costs are derived from the
actual adjudicated claims dollars paid to the member for loss
or damages. Adjudicated claim amounts are calculated at the
destination by the responsible claims office. This
information will then be forwarded through the normal
reporting channels of the respective military services and
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then finally to MTMC Headquarters. Third, selected portions
of the claims data will then be provided to the origin ITO.
Fourth, one month prior to each rate cycle (October for the
November--April cycle and April for the May--October cycle),
all claims data (Codes 1 and 2) will be tabulated for each
individual carrier serving an installation and a claims index
will be determined. This TCT claims index will apply to that
individual carrier for all Code 1 and 2 shipments to all
locations. Fifth, the claims index will then be added to the
rate filed by the carrier. This rate will be a dollar value
expressed in costs per hundredweight. For example:
CARRIER DESTINATION RATE/CWT CLAIMS INDEX TOTAL TCT
ABC CA 10,.00 3,.75 13,.75
ABC MS 11,.25 3 .75 15 .00
ABC UT 10..50 3,.75 14,.25
Once each carrier's TCT is determined, the sixth step is
ranking the carriers on a TCT TDR. This is accomplished by
comparing and ranking the TCT of all eligible carriers
serving the same destination. The carrier with the lowest
overall TCT cost, who is fully qualified under CERS , is
ranked first and is awarded the shipments. Traffic award
will be made to the lowest TCT cost carrier until the carrier
cannot handle any more traffic or refuses a shipment. At
that point, if traffic is still available, it will go to the
next carrier on the TCT TDR. The traffic allocation process
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will continue until all traffic is allocated for that day.
An example of a TCT traffic award follows:
CARRIER DESTINATION EST WT RATE/CWT CLAIMS INDEX TCT
ABC GA 5000 24.00 3.75 27.75
BCD GA 5000 24.50 3.22 27.72
WOW GA 5000 25.00 2.70 27.70
For the TCT TDR above, carrier WOW would receive the shipment
based on lowest total cost (TCT). If WOW could not handle
the shipment, then BCD would be awarded the shipment.
There are a number of advantages and disadvantages to
the TCT program. The major advantage is that by using actual
claims data in conjunction with transportation costs and
CERS, TCT would truly allocate traffic in most situations to
the lowest total cost carriers. Second, TCT would
essentially abolish the current "me too" rate filing.
Carriers could continue to file "me too" rates for their line
haul rate, but they could not "me too" the claims indexes as
this information would not be given out to carriers until
after rates are submitted. [Ref. 37:p. 6]
The major disadvantage is that in order for the TCT
to work, it must be accomplished in an automated environment.
It cannot be implemented until all TOPS sites are fully
operational and the military claims offices automate their
claims processing and reporting procedures. A second major
limitation is the claims data index is calculated using 12
months of adjudicated claims data. Claims data used for TCT
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rates should be collected on all shipments made by a carrier
over a two year period. This equals the time frame in which
a member can make a claim against the government and carrier
for loss or damage.
This section discussed two new initiatives that have
been developed to assist local and national military personal
property managers in evaluating and controlling carrier
service. Both programs put the onus back on the carrier to
ensure that proper moving service is provided. If proper
moving service is not provided, the carrier, not the
government, suffers. ^^
G. CONCLUSION
Chapter V identified some of the major weaknesses of the
current CERS program and suggested some ways to improve the
CERS process. What was covered is by no means an exhaustive
listing of what can be done to improve a military move. The
Military Traffic Management Command, its field offices, and
local ITOs are constantly developing new and innovative
programs to improve moving services for the service member.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
A. INTRODUCTION
This thesis has examined the history, development, and
current status of the primary quality assurance tool
available to DOD personal property managers to monitor and
evaluate carrier perf ormance--the Carrier Evaluation and
Reporting System. In addition, several past, current, and
future alternative quality assurance initiatives were
discussed.
Chapter VI presents major conclusions and recommendations
based on the research results. This chapter will conclude
with suggestions of areas for further research.
B. CONCLUSIONS
1 . Conclusion #1:
With the possibl e exception of on-time pickup, the
Carrier Evaluation and Reporting System has not had any
significant impact on improving moving service .
Carrier Evaluation and Reporting System statistics
since 1984 are not impressive as the incidence of late
delivery continues to exceed pre-established goals and
approximately 22 to 25 percent of all shipments still
experience loss and damage. The Military Traffic Management
Command needs to put more emphasis into these two performance
elements. A no-tolerance rule such as that used with on-time
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pickup would probably be unreasonable as late delivery or
most probably loss and damage will occur no matter what
preventive steps are taken. However, stronger messages must
be sent to the nation's household goods carriers that poor
moving service will no longer be tolerated. The revised
Carrier Evaluation and Reporting System does not send the
necessary message(s) to movers to improve in the areas of on-




The requirement to distribute traffic to carriers
offering the lowest rate limits CERS effectiveness .
Marginal performers can continue to participate and
be awarded the bulk of shipments if they submit low rates.
As previously stated, the Military Traffic Management
Command's official traffic allocation policy is to award
traffic to those carriers who meet quality service standards
at the lowest overall cost to the government. Unfortunately,
MTMC ' s definition of lowest overall cost does not include
loss or damage claim information. Loss and damage claims
data, estimated and actual, are available and should be used
when determining overall costs for traffic allocation.
3 Conclusion #3;
The Carrier Evaluation and Reporting System was the
only system examined in this study that did not use customer
feedback in its program .
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While customer feedback can often be highly
subjective and emotional, it can also provide the personal
property manager with important information that can be used
to monitor and improve carrier performance. Many DOD
officials interviewed felt that formal customer feedback
using the Customer Satisfaction Report--DD Form 1781 was a
valuable part of their quality assurance/quality control
programs and could be used in conjunction with other




Implement Total Cost Transportation .
Implementing Total Cost Transportation would correct
two significant shortcomings with the CERS program. First,
TCT would utilize actual vice estimated claims information as
a means of sorting out carriers. Second, TCT would award
traffic to the true low overal
1
cost carrier. Total Cost
Transportation would allocate shipments according to service
ability and price as per the goals of the military's personal
property program.
Total Cost Transportation cannot be initiated until
all personal property activities are automated via TOPS.
This should occur by the early 1990's. In the interim, MTMC
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Put the service member back in as an active
participant in the carrier evaluation process .
This can be accomplished by re-implementing the DD
Form 1781 or establishing a formal method for gathering
feedback from those most affected in any move. The service
member deserves a voice in the move evaluation process.
After all, it's the service member's belongings that are
being moved.
3 Recommendation #3:
ITOs, quality control, and CERS personnel need more
and better training.
Department of Defense Personnel need to be better
trained on:
a. Carrier Evaluation and Reporting System paperwork
preparation and submission.
b. How to use existing regulations when faced with tender
of service and other customer service violations. The
existing regulations are fairly explicit concerning
flagrant tender of service violations. What many ITOs
need training on is how to apply the existing
regulations when minor or "grey area" problems are
encountered.
In addition, MTMC should develop an exportable
quality assurance/CERS training course. This course can be
developed and taught using the TOPS system or video tape
format. An exportable course combined with formal training
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at the service schools would fill the training gap that
currently exists in the quality assurance/CERS area. The
Military Traffic Management Command should also review the
quality assurance curriculums being taught at the service
schools to ensure that all DOD personnel are being instructed
in the same CERS and quality assurance procedures.
4. Recommendation #4:
Revise scoring criteria for pickup and delivery to or
from a Storaqe-In-Transit (SIT) facility.
The Carrier Evaluation and Reporting System should
concentrate on those items which impact on service to the
service member. If missing delivery or pickup to or from the
SIT facility does not affect the member, i.e., his/her
household goods still arrive on time, a carrier should
receive full CERS points for these performance elements (if
original pickup and delivery to the member are on time).
Missed delivery or pickup to or from the SIT facility could
be dealt with as a standard contract violation.
D. SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
1. Further research should be done to determine the
effect(s) of the New Released Valuation Program on
moving service and the moving industry.
2. Further research should be conducted in the domestic
rate acquisition area. Specifically, additional
research is needed to study the effect rates have on
moving service and quality, and what effect, if any,
would there be if a rate floor was established in the
domestic program.
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3. Further research should be done to determine the
cause(s) of late delivery and loss and damage and to
assess what can be done by the both DOD and the moving
industry to improve performance in these two areas.
4. Further research should be accomplished comparing
performance elements (pickup, delivery, and loss and




Agent, Carrier's . A business firm, corporation, or
individual acting for or in behalf of a carrier. A bona fide
agent of a personal property carrier, as distinguished from a
broker, is a person who, or business enterprise which,
represents and acts for a motor carrier or freight forwarder
and performs its duties under the direction of the carrier
pursuant to a preexisting agreement with the carrier,
providing for a continuing relationship between them. [Ref.
2:p. ix]
Carrier . A business entity that holds appropriate State or
Federal permits or certificate for the movement of personal
property and/or mobile home. [Ref. 2:p. x]
Carrier, DOD-Approved . An carrier, as defined above,
approved by the Commander, MTMC, for participation in the DOD
Personal Property Shipment and Storage Program. [Ref. 2:p.
X]
Domestic Codes of Service :
a. Domestic Motor Van (Code 1) . Movement of household
goods in a motor van from origin residence in CONUS to
destination residence within CONUS. [Ref. 2:p. xi]
b. Domes t ic Container (Code 2 ). Movement of household
goods in containers from origin residence in CONUS to
destination residence within CONUS. [Ref. 2:p. xi]
Continental United States (CONUS) . As used in connection
with household goods, includes all areas within the United
States, excluding Hawaii. [Ref. 2:p. xii]
Direct Procurement Method (PPM). A method of shipment in
which the Government manages the shipment throughout.
Packing, containerization, local drayage, and storage
services are obtained from commercial firms under contractual
arrangements or by the use of Government facilities and
personnel. [Ref. 2:p. xiii]
Disqualification . Action taken by the Commander, MTMC, which
results in the exclusion of the carrier or storage firm from
participation in the DOD Personal Property Shipment and
Storage Program at one or more installations for a definite
or indefinite period of time. [Ref. 2:p. xiii]
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Freight Forwarder . A carrier that collects small shipments
from shippers, consolidates that small shipments, and used a
basic mode to transport these consolidated shipments to a
destination where the freight forwarder delivers the shipment
to the consignee. [Ref. 39:p. 507]
Household Goods . Furniture, furnishings, or equipment;
clothing; baggage; personal effects; professional books,
papers, and equipment; and all other personal property
associated with the home and person, as defined in the Joint
Federal Travel Regulations (JFTR). [Ref. 2:p. xv]
Household Goods Domestic Rate Solicitation . An acquisition
procedure for the solicitation of rates for domestic shipment
of DOD household goods that requires the submission of
individual rate tenders by individual carriers through
independent action. The government solicitation contains
terms, conditions, base-line rates, and other charges. [Ref.
2
: pp . xxi-xxii]
Individual Rate Tender (IRT) . An IRT is a voluntary
submission of rates and charges based on a percentage of HHG
Domestic Rate Solicitation. Carriers may file percentages
above, below, or equal to baseline rates established in the
Rate Solicitation. [Ref. 2:p. xv]
Installation Transportation Officer (ITO) . The individual
designated by appropriate authority to perform assigned
personal property traffic management functions at an
installation or activity, regardless of whether or not that
is the organizational title of the individual. [Ref. 2:p.
XV ]
Interstate Shipment . Any personal property shipment
originating in a state or the District of Columbia and
destined for another state or District of Columbia (moves
within the District of Columbia are local moves and do not
fit the intrastate or interstate categories. [Ref. 2:p. xv]
Intrastate Shipment . Any personal property shipment
originating in a state destined for the same state and
transiting only in that state. [Ref. 2:p. xvi]
Letter of Intent (LOI) . A valid LOI is a document which is
properly prepared and current with accurate information and
has been accepted by the PPSO concerned. It must designate
an agent with an approved facility, personnel, and equipment
within jthe PPSO's area of responsibility. The carrier must
possess appropriate regulatory operating authority and MTMC
approvals. [Ref. 2:p. xvi]
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Me-Too Rate . A rate filed by a competing carrier that is
equal to a rate established by another carrier. [Ref. 2:p.
xxi ]
Military Traffic Management Command (MTMC) . The single
manager operating agency for military traffic, land
transportation, and common-user ocean terminals. [Ref. 40:p.
93]
Personal Property . Household goods, unaccompanied baggage,
privately owned vehicles, and mobile homes as defined in the
Joint Federal Travel Regulations. [Ref. 2:p. xviii]
Personal Property Shipping Office (PPSO) . An office
designated to provide traffic management, counseling, and
application processing for all Military Services on an area
basis. [Ref. 2:p. xix]
Rate Cycles . Specified times announced by the Commander,
MTMC, during which DOD-approved carriers may file rates.
Rates accepted by the Commander, MTMC, during rate cycles
normally are effective for 6-month traffic distribution
periods beginning May 1 and November 1 for domestic traffic.
[Ref. 2:p. xxi]
Required Delivery Date (RDD) . A specified calendar date
(excluding Saturdays, Sundays, and U.S. holidays) on or
before which the carrier agrees to deliver the entire
shipment of personal property to the member, member's agent,
or responsible authority at destination. [Ref. 2:p. xxii]
Section 10721 Rate . A rate governed by Section 10721 of the
Interstate Commerce Act that permits carriers to offer free
or reduced rates for transportation services to Federal
,
State, or local governments and to certain other public
organizations. [Ref. 2:p. xxii]
Through Government Bill of Lading . A single Personal
Property Government Bill of Lading issued to a commercial
carrier to acquire transportation and related services for a
shipment of household goods from origin to destination. A
domestic TGBL is the movement of personal property from one
point in CONUS to another point in CONUS by use of a DOD-
approved common carrier. The carrier is responsible for
arranging or performing all required services incident to
movement. Such services include the preparation of an
inventory, packing, appliance servicing, pickup at origin
(residence or storage) location, line-haul transportation,
storage in transit (SIT), and unpacking. [Ref. 2:p. xxiv]
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Traffic Distribution Period . A 6-month period during which
traffic is tendered. The normal traffic distribution periods
are 1 May through 31 October and 1 November through 30 April
for domestic traffic. [Ref. 2:p. xxiv]
Suspension . An action taken by an ITO to temporarily halt
distribution of personal property shipments to an agent or
carrier serving a specific installation. [Ref. 2:p. xxiii]
Tender . A document providing quotations to the Government
based upon special rules, regulations, rates, and charges








ITO-Instal lation Transportation Officer
JPPSO-Joint Personal Property Shipping Office
LOI-Letter of Intent
MTMC-MIlitary Traffic Management Command
MTMCWA-Military Traffic Management Command Western Area
PPSO-Personal Property Shipping Office





TGBL-Through Government Bill of Lading
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APPENDIX C
FIRMS AND DOD OFFICES CONTACTED
Private Industry :
Hewlett-Packard










Household Goods Carriers' Bureau
Household Goods Forwarders' Association
4 local carriers





Military Traffic Management Command
Military Traffic Management Command Western Area
Air Force, Directorate of Personal Property









JPPSO Colorado Springs (CO)
NSC Oakland (CA)
Sharpe Army Depot (CA)




NAS Whidbey Island (WA)
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Naval Postgraduate School (CA)
NSC Puget Sound (WA)
NSC San Diego (CA)
Grissom AFB ( IN)
Fort Leavenworth (KS)
Naval Weapons Station Crane (IN)
Fort Chaffee (AR)
NSC Norfolk (VA)
Fort Eustis (VA) (Transportation School)
Naval Transportation School, Oakland (CA)





California Department of General Services
California Public Utilities Commission
General Services Administration
Employees Relocation Council
Council of Logistics Management
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